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A-M-A monopole configurations 
Rosy Teh and Khai-Ming Wong 
School of Physics, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 USM Penang, Malaysia 
(Received 25 July 2005) 
We present exact axially symmetrical static monopole configurations of the SU(2) 
Yang-Mills-Higgs theory. These configurations has a antimonopo)e-monopole-
antimonopole (A-M-A) chain, when the parameter, m= 1,2,3, .... Vortex rings coexist with 
the A-M-A configurations when mz 2. The monopole in the A-M-A chain is the Wu-Yang 
type monopole and it possesses a broken Dirac-like string potential. This monopole which 
arises from a singularity in the Higgs field possesses structure whereas the two 
antimonopoles which arises from point zeros of the Higgs field are structureless. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory, 
with the Higgs field in the adjoint representation 
possesses magnetic monopole, multimonopole, 
antimonopoles, and vortex rings solutions [1-5]. The 
't Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution is numerically, 
spherically symmetrical [1]. Exact monopole and 
multimonopoles solutions exist in the Bogomol'nyi-
Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) limit [2] whilst outside the 
BPS limit, when the Higgs field potential is 
non vanishing only numerical solutions are known. 
Numerical BPS axially symmetric vortex rings solutions 
have also been reported [3]. 
We have reported on a different type of BPS static 
monopole-antimonopole solution [4]. In this paper we 
would like to point out the Wu-Yang type monopole in 
the A-M-A configurations of Ref. [5J is a composite 
monopole that posseses structure. In this theory, the 
SU(2) YMH Lagrangian in 3+ I dimensions is given by 
(1) 
g J1V = (- + + + ). The SU(2) internal group indices a, b, 
c run from 1 to 3 and the spatial indices are 
Jl, v, a = 0,1,2, and 3 in Minkowski space. The 
equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian are 
(3) 
The Abelian electromagnetic field tensor as proposed by 
't Hooft [1] is 
F ,+,aFa abc,+,aD ,+,bD ,+,c jW=w jtv-& W fiw vW 
(4) 
where AJ1 =&a At, &a =<l>a 11<l>1 ' 1<l>1 = J<l> a<l> a . 
Hence the 't Hooft electric field is E j = FOj ' and the 
't Hooft magnetic field is B j = - 1. & Uk Fjk , where the 2 
indices, i, j, k = 1,2,3 . The topological magnetic current, 
. 
which is also the topological current density of the 
(2) 
F a a A a a A a abcAbAc J.iV = J.i v - v J.i + g& J.i v' 
where Jl is the Higgs field mass, A is the strength of 
the Higgs potential and Jl / Ii is the vacuum 
expectation value of the Higgs field. Since the gauge 
field coupling constant g, can be scaled away, we set it 
to one without any loss of generality. The metric used is 
I v-ap-bu-c 
system is kJ1 = - & J1VPcr& abca <l> a <l> a <l> 
87T 
Therefore the corresponding conserved topological 
magnetic cbarge is 
f 3 k I rfd2 ( abc-haa -hba '+'C) M= d x 0= 87T 'j (J'j &ijk& W jW k'" 
(5) 
, 
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II. THE ANSATZ AND ITS FORMULATION 
The static gauge fields and Higgs Held are given 
respectively by [5] 
(6) 
<1>a =.llf/(r)pa +.lR(O)ea . 
r r 
The spherical coordinate orthononnal unit vectors are 
defined by 
r
a 
= sinO cos¢ ot + sine sin¢ 0; + cose 0;, 
ea = cosOcos¢ ot + cosesin¢ 0; - sine 0;, 
Ja = -sine ot + cos¢ 0; , 
where 
r=)xixi , O=cOS-1(x3 /r), and ¢=tan-1(x2 /X1). 
Ansatz (6) satisfies the Coulomb gauge, ?l A;a = A~ = 0 . 
Upon substituting ansatz (6) into the Bogomornyi 
equations, Br ± D; <1> a = 0, with the positive sign, the 
resulting equations are just two tirst order differential 
equations, 
alf/ 2 
r-+ If/-If/ =-m(m + 1). 
ar 
oR 2 
-+ Rcote-R = m(m+ 1). 
ae 
(7) 
The solutions for If/ and R are then given respectively 
by 
(m + 1) - m(br)2m+l 
If/= 
1 + (br)2m+l 
(8) 
= m + cot [7 - CSC R ( l){ II (~1l+1(COSO)+aQm+l(COSe)) o} 
(PIII(COSO)+ aQrn cose)) 
where Pm and Qm are the Legendre polynomials of the 
first and second kind of degree m, respectively, and 
m = 0,1,2,3, .... For solutions regular along the z-axis, we 
required, R(O) = R(7T) = 0, and the integration constant a 
= O. The integration constant b detennines the position 
of the zeros of the Higgs field along the z-axis and 
without any loss in generality, we set b = 1. The 
Rosy Teh and Khai-Ming Wong 
boundary conditions for If/(r) are If/(O) = m+ 1 and 
If/(oo)=-m. 
From the ansatz (6), Ap=<i>aAZ=O, hence the 
't Hooft electric field is zero and the 't Hooft magnetic 
field is independent of the gauge fields A;. To calculate 
for the 't Hooft magnetic field B; , we rewrite the Higgs 
field from the spherical to the Cartesian coordinate 
system, [5] 
where 
<IJ 1 =sinOcos¢ <1>1 + cosecos¢ <1>2 - sin¢ <1>3 
= 1<1>1 cosa sin,8, 
<IJ 2 = sin e sin ¢ <1> 1 + cose sin ¢ <1> 2 + cos¢ <1> 3 
= 1<1>1 cos a cos ,8 , 
<IJ 3 = cose cP 1 - sine <1>2 =lcPisina. 
The Higgs unit vector can be simplified to 
(9) 
<i>a = cosa sin,8 oal + cosa cos,8 oa2 + sina oa3 , (10) 
and the '( J-looft magnetic tield is reduced to 
B. = ___ l_{asina}r. +_I_{asina}e (11) 
I r 2 sin e ae I r sin e ar I ' 
If/ cose - R sin e 7T 
where sina= I ' ,8=--¢. 
v1f/2+R2 2 
Since sina is a nonsingular function except at the 
points where the Higgs field, r<1>a vanishes, the 't Hooft 
magnetic field is regula)' everywhcre except at the 
locations of the A-M-A and the vortex rings. 
We also note that, Bi = li ijkBJ (sina) a k ,8 = 
liijkaJ (sina a k ,8), and a suitable Maxwell four-vector 
gauge potential for this magnetic field is ;!{ 0 = ° , 
(sina -1) , 
;/{i = (sin a -1)a i,8:= . ¢i' When m = 0, the 
r Sill e 
Maxwell gauge potential is just the usual Dirac string 
potential and it is singular along the negative ;:-axis. 
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III. THE A-M-A CONFIGURATIONS 
The magnetic charge enclosed by the sphere at 
infinity, Eq. (5), is calculated to be, Moo = -1, when 
m = 1,2,3,... and Moo = I, when m = O. Hence the 
magnetic charge of the system is always negative one 
when m > O. However when the radius of the enclosing 
sphere shrinks to zero at the origin, the magnetic charge 
becomes M 0 = 1, m = 0,1,2,3, .... In fact, it is true that 
for positive nonzero integer m, when the radius of the 
enclosing sphere is r < 2m+J m; 1 , the topological 
magnetic charge is one, 1md when r> 2m1 m; 1 , the 
topological magnetic charge is negative one. Hence 
along the z-axis, there is a monopole located at r = 0 and 
. I I d 2 ~+l .. two antlmonopo es ocate at z = ± m+ -- grvmg 
m 
rise to the (L'(ially symmetric A-M-A monopole 
configurations. The two antimonopoles arise from the 
point zeros of the Higgs field and they are structureless 
whereas the monopole arise ii'om the point singularity of 
the Higgs field at the origin. This monopole is the Wu-
Yang type monopole and it possesses structure. 
Our studies reveal that the monopole at the origin 
corresponds to a zero size composite monopole. This 
Wu-Yang type monopole is composed of a string of A 
and M "poles" arranged vertically along the z-axis. By 
induction we conclude that the number of "poles" in the 
composite monopole is given by 2m + I. When m is 
even, the "pole" in the center of the structure is a Iv! 
monopole. When m is odd, we have a MAM monopole 
in the center of the axis. The other "poles" in the 
composite monopoles both above and below the M 
monopole and MAlYI monopole appear in pairs of MA. 
These "poles" have magnetic charge of less than unity 
and are not real "poles" but just vortex points. Hence the 
Wu-Yang type monopole has a corresponding structure 
of ... MAI'vIAlvlAMAM ... when m is even and a 
corresponding structure of ... fv1AtvtAMAMAMAM ... 
when m is odd with the total number of "poles" being 
2m+1. 
This monopole posseses the usual Dirac string 
potential in the Abelian gauge when m = 0 . However in 
the A-M-A configuration, when m = 1,2,3, ... , the Dirac 
string is broken into two parts, a finite piece, 
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- 2m+~(m+ 1) f m < z < 0, along the negative z-axis and a 
semi-infinite piece, z>2m+~(m+l)fm, along the 
positive z-axis. 
Horizontally positioned vortex rings start to appear 
around the z-axis, when the parameter m exceeds unity. 
The number of vortex rings in the solution is equal to 
(m -I). These vortex rings arise from the ring zeros of 
the Higgs field when m ~ 2. The magnetic field lines 
from the Wu-Yang type monopole pass through these 
vortex rings before going to infinity. 
The singularities in R(B) when Pm (cosB)= 0 give 
rise to plane singularities. The number of singular planes 
in the solution is cqual to m, hence cOlTesponding to the 
number of A "poles" in the composite monopole. In all 
these solutions, the 't Hooft magnetic foelds possess 
negative Dirac delta function singularity along these 
planes as the gauge potentials are discontinuous at these 
values of B. These A-M-A configurations have zero 
magnetic dipole moment as the number ofpo1es in these 
solutions is odd. Also for each A-M-A configuration, 
there always exist the anti-version, the M-A-M 
configuration. 
The authors would like to thank the Academy of 
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Half-integer topological charge multimonopole 
Rosy Teh and Khai-Ming Wong 
School of Physics, Ul1iversiti Sains Malaysia 11800 USAf, Penang, Malaysia 
It has been shown that the SU(2) YMH theory possess axially symmetrical monopole of 
half integer topological charge. In this paper, we would like to present exact SU(2) YMH 
monopole solutions of half-integer topological charge. These solutions can be just an 
isolated half-monopole or a multimonopole with topological magnetic charge 1. m where 
2 
m is a natural number. These static monopole solutions satisfy the first order Bogomo'nyi. 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory in 
3+ 1 dimensions, with the Higgs field acljoint 
representation, possess both the monopole and 
mUltimonopole solutions [1-3]. Exact monopole and 
multimonopole solutions exist only in the Bogomol'nyi-
Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) limit with vanishing Higgs 
potential [2,3]. In general, monopoles with unit magnetic 
charge are spherically symmetric but multimonopole 
configurations with magnetic charge greater than unity 
possess at most axial sYll1ll1etry and caJmot possess 
spherical symmetry [4]. 
Half-monopole is the configuration with one half of 
the usual 't Hooft unit magnetic charge. It has been 
shown that such a configUration exists in the SU(2) 
Yang-Mills theory [5] but they possess a Dirac-like 
string singularity along the negative z-axis in both the 
gauge potential as well as the Abelian magnetic field. 
These half-monopoles are all axially symmetric. 
Recently we have presented in Ref. [6], the axially 
symmetric half-monopole and the C series solutions with 
only mirror symmetry along the 'x-z plane. In this paper 
we will discuss further on the properties of the C series 
solutions. 
The SU(2) YMH LagrangiaJl with vaJ1ishing Higgs 
mass and self interaction is 
(1) 
The Lagrangian (1) is gauge invariant under the set of 
independent local SU(2) transformations at each space-
time point. The covariant derivative of the Higgs field 
and the gauge field strength tensor are given respectively 
by D <tJa=o <tJa+gsabcAb<tJc and Fa =0 Aa j1 j1 ji jiV ji v 
- 0 vA~ + gsabc At A~ . The gauge field coupling constant 
g is set to one without any loss of generality. The metric 
used is gjiv=(-+++)' The SU(2) internal group 
indices a, b, c run from 1 to 3 and the spatial indices are 
jl, v, a = 0,1,2, and 3 in Minkowski space. 
The equations of motion that follow from the 
Lagrangi an (1) are 
(2) 
The Bogomol'nyi equation is B;a ± D;<tJ a = O. The 
tensor identified with the Abelian electromagnetic field, 
as proposed by't Hooft [1] is 
F =<paFa _sabc<paD <pbD <pc 
jJV J.1V JL 1/ 
= 0 jiAV - OVAji - sabc<pao ji<p b ov<Pc, 
(3) 
where Aji = <pa A~, <pa == <tJa 11<tJ1 ' 1<tJ1 = J <tJa <tJa . 
Hence the 't Hooft electric field is E; = Fo;, and the 
1 
't Hooft magnetic field is B; = - 2. S ijk Fjk , where the 
indices, i, j,k = 1,2,3. The topoiogicaimagnetic current, 
which is also the topological current density of the 
system is kJi = 8~ SJivpuSabcav<paop<pba"(bC [7]. 
Therefore the corresponding conserved topological 
magnetic charge is 
M= fd 3,Xko= 8~ fSijkSabcoJ<paaj<pbok<PC)d3,X 
== 8~ ~d20';(SijkSabCO;(<pao j<pbok<P C) (4) 
==~,fd20'; B;. 
4Jr 'j 
The magnetic ansatz is given respectively by 
A: =llf/(r)(oarj!" -rjQoji)+lR(B)(rjapji_pa¢Ji) 
r r 
+lG(B,¢)(paO!" -oap!"), (5) 
r 
<tJa = Ilfl(r)pa + 1 R(e)fJa + 1 G(B,¢)rja. 
r r r 
The spherical coordinate orthonormal unit vectors are 
defined by 
yO = sinO cos¢ ot + sin 0 sin¢ o~ + cosO of , 
eo = cosOcos¢ 0]° + cosOsin¢ o~ - sine of, 
¢o =-sinOo]o +cos¢t5~, 
where _Ii r - "l/X' Xi , 
(6) 
and 
¢ = tan -] (xz / x]). The gauge fixing condition that we 
used here is the Coulomb gauge, 8i Af = 0, A~ = 0 . 
From the ansatz (5), Ali = ci>a A; = O. Hence the 
't Hooft electric field is zero and the 't Hooft magnetic 
field is independent ofthe gauge fields A; . To calculate 
for the 't Hooft magnetic field Bi , we rewrite the Higgs 
field of Eq. (5) from the spherical to the Cartesian 
coordinate system, [6] 
where 
<Il] = sinO cos¢ <p] + cosO cos¢ <P z - sin¢ <P3 
= 1<p1 COSq sin P, 
<Il z = sinOsin¢ <p] + cosO sin ¢ <P z + cos¢ <P3 
= I<plcosa cosp, 
ill3 =cose <p] -sinO <P2 =1<plsina. 
The Higgs unit vector is then 
(8) 
<pO = cosasinp 0°] + cosacosp 0°2 + sina oa3, (9) 
where, . lj/cosO - RsinO 
sma = ~Ij/Z + RZ + G 2 ' p=y-¢, 
_](lfIsino+ Rcose) y = tan and the 't Hooft magnetic 
G 
field is found to be 
B. = cscO {8sina 8P _ 8sina 8P }y 
I rZ 80 8¢ 8¢ 8e I 
+ cscO {8sina 8p _ 8sina 8P }e 
rZ 8¢ 8r 8r 8¢ I (10) 
+ 1.{8sina 8p _ 8sina 8P }l 
r 8r 80 80 8r I' 
The ansatz (5) is solved with the positive sign 
Bogomol'nyi equations and the resulting equations of 
motion are just four coupled first order partial 
differential equations, 
r
81f1 
+1II_1II 2 =_p 8R+RcotO-R2=p-m2csc2e 8r y 'f' , 80 ' 
(I J) 
8G 8G 2 2 2 
-+GcotO=O, -cscO-G =m csc 0, 
80 8¢ 
where p and mare arbitary constants. The C series of 
solutions [6] is solved by setting p= 0 in Eqs. (1 J). The 
solutions obtained are 
1 Ijl(r)=-, R(e)=mcscO, 
1+ r 
G(O,¢) = mcscOtan(m¢), 
(12) 
where m is restricted to take half integer values for G 
to be a single value function. The boundary 
conditions are then lfI(r) I 0 = I, lfI(r) I = 0 and r~ ~ro 
G(B,O) = G(O,27r) = O. The C solution is a series of 
muitimonopole solutions with half-integer topological 
magnetic charge. The muitimonopole is located at the 
origin r = 0, and has positive topological charge 
M=lm IE{±1,± I,±%,± 2,±%, ... }. The sign of the 
parameter m does not determine the sign of the magnetic 
charge AI. It only inverts the orientation of the 
multimonopole in ordinary 3D space, vertically. 
These muitimonopoles are composed of half-
monopoles arranged symmetrically about the x-z plane. 
TIle orientation of these half-monopoles in the C 
muitimonopole can be pictured in Fig. I. This figure 
shows the 3D surface plot of the Abelian magnetic 
energy density, BiB;, at small r = 0.001 for the 
configurations when m = 1.,1, .i, and 2. The plane 
2 2 
singularity in the solution G acts as a separator between 
the half-monopoles. The magnetic field, Bi = Bii + 
Blii + B¢¢;, is absolutely zero along these plane 
singularities, hence "cutting" the C muitimonopole into 
half-monopoles. This is shown in Fig. 2 which is the 
2D vector field plot along the x-y plane for the 
configurations when m = 1. , 1, .i , and 2. 
2 2 
(a) (b) 
I 3 
FIG.!. (a) m = -, (b) m = I, (e) m = -, and (d) m = 2. 
2 2 
1 3 
FIG. 2. (a) m=-, (b) m=l, (e) m=-,and (d) m=2. 
2 2 
From the C solution, we conclude that the most 
elementary unit of a monopole is one half of the charge 
of a 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole. This multimonopole 
which arises from a point singularity of the Higgs field 
at the origin is similar to the A-M-A configurations 
monopole [8] in that they posses structure and are 
composite monopoles. The C muitimonopole consists of 
21ml half-monopoles. 
The authors would like to thank the Academy of 
Sciences Malaysia for the Scientific Advancement Grant 
Allocation, SAGA, (304/PFIZIK/653004/A 118). 
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A Note on the Julia-Zee Dyon Solution 
Rosy Teh, 
School of Physics, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 USM Penang, Malaysia 
Abstract 
We observed that the Julia-Zee dyon solution can be presented in similar 
exact form when the q,-winding number of the internal space is n. However 
the closed form n-monopole version of the Julia-Zee dyon solution exist 
in the present of (n - 1) string antimonopoles. Hence the net monopole 
charge of the system at large distances is still unity. Using the ansatz of this 
solution, we also present the antimonopole version of the Julia-Zee dyon in 
closed form. We would also like to note that for a given monopole charge in 
this dyon solution, the net electric charge ofthe system can be both positive 
and negative. 
1 Introduction 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory in 3 + 1 dimensions, with 
the Higgs field in the adjoint representation possess a large varieties of mag-
netic monopole configurations and hence dyon solutions. The 't Hooft-Polyakov 
monopole solution [1] of this theory is invariant under a U(I) subgroup of the lo-
cal SU(2) gauge group. In 1975, Julia and Zee [2] carne up with a more general 
ansatz to construct the dyon solution from the given 't Hooft-Polyakovmonopole 
solution. Both these solutions are numerical solutions. Later, Prasad and Som-
merfield [3] gave the closed form version of both these solntions. After Prasad 
and Sommerfield's work, Protogenov [4] presented the general form of the exact 
solution with two extra parameters. However this general solution was presented 
for the pure Yang-Mill sourceless equation. 
There were various works that had attempted to generalize the Julia-Zee 
dyon solution, one of which was the paper by I. Ju [5]. However this paper 
had several flaws. For example, the solution Eq.(15) given in their paper pos-
sessed a parameter b which was not specified. Their solution Eq.(35c) is not a 
solution of the YMH equations. 
Recently, we have also shown that the ansatz of Ref. [6] possesses more ex-
act multimonopole-antimonopole configurations in the BPS limit. We have also 
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constructed the anti-configurations of all these multimonopole-antimonopole so-
lutions [7] with all the magnetic monopole charges reversing their sign. Hence 
monopoles becomes antimonopoles and vice versa. 
Although the mathematics involved in the calculation of the dyon solution 
from a given monopole solution is standard in the SU(2) YMH field theory, 
the introduction of electric charge into the monopole systems is interesting and 
worth studying as it leads to more new physics. Also an exact BPS solution 
will become non-BPS with the introduction of an electric field in the monopole 
system. 
In this paper we would like to give some remarks on the exact Julia-Zee 
dyon solution [2]. We presented a n-monopole charge Julia-Zee dyon solution. 
However this closed form n-monopole version of the Julia-Zee dyon solution 
exist only in the present of (n - 1) Dirac string antimonopoles which enter into 
the system in the form of a pure gauge potential linearly superposed with the 
non-Abelian gauge potential. Hence the net monopole charge of the system is 
still unity at infinity. The relationship between the non-Abelian monopoles or 
(zeros of the Higgs field) and the Dirac string monopoles had been beautifully 
described by the work of Arafune et al. [8]. When n = 1, the solution is just the 
Julia-Zee dyon solution. 
We also present the antimonopole version of the Julia-Zee dyon in closed 
form. The procedure involved has been the same as those given in Ref.[7] 
for converting the multimonopole-antimonopoles configurations into the multi-
antimonopole-monopoles configurations. Our study shows tha~ with a given 
positive or negative monopole charge, the corresponding Julia-Zee dyon solu-
tions can possess both positive or negative net electric charge, as to every given 
gauge potentials, the Higgs field can take on both ± signs. We would also like 
to comment on the general statement made by Ref. [9] that the ± sign of the 
Bogomol'nyi equations, (Bi ± Di<I>a) = 0, corresponds to monopoles and an-
timonopoles respectively is not true. It is the c;b-winding number of the internal 
space that will have to be a positive or negative one in order to obtain a monopole 
or an antimonopole solution respectively. 
2 The SU(2) YMH Theory 
The SU(2) YMH Lagrangian in 3+ I dimensions with non vanishing Higgs po-
tential is given by 
£. = _~Fa Faw + ~D'"<I>a D <I>a _ ~'\(<I>a<I>a _ J.l2 )2. (I) 
4 ,"v 2 '" 4 A 
Here the Higgs field mass is J.l and the strength of the Higgs potential is A which 
are constants. The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is J.lI JX. The 
Lagrangian (I) is gauge invariant under the set of independent local SU(2) trans-
formations at each space-time point. The covariant derivative ofthe Higgs field 
and the gauge field strength tensor are given respectively by 
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Since the gauge field coupling constant g can be scaled away, we can set 9 to 
one without any loss of generality. The metric used is gllv = (- + ++). The 
SU(2) internal group indices a, b, c run from I to 3 and the spatial indices are 
Jl:, v, a = 0,1,2, and 3 in Minkowski space. 
The equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (I) are 
2 
DIlF;v = EabciPbDviPc, DI'D1,iPa = _AiPa(iPbiPb - ~ ). (3) 
The Bogomol'nyi equations which holds in the limit of vanishing J.1 and A is 
Bf ± DiiPa = o. (4) 
In the case of the exact BPS 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution, the ± sign 
does not correspond to monopoles and antimonopoles respectively as was stated 
in Ref. [9]. Instead the ± sign corresponds to a change in sign ofthe Higgs field. 
When the electric field is switched on, the changed in sign of the Higgs field will 
correspond to a change in sign of the electric field and hence the electric charge 
of the dyon solutions. In the case of Ref.[6], the multimonopole-antimonopoles 
are solved with the + sign, whereas the corresponding anti-multimonopole-
monopole solutions [7] are solvable with the - sign of the Bogomol 'nyi equa-
tions together with a negative one ¢-winding number ofthe internal space. 
The Abelian electromagnetic field proposed by 't Hooft [1] is 
F - <I> a Fa - Eabc<I>a D <I>b D 4>c - f) A - f) A - cabc4>af) 4>bf) 4>c (5) IlV - IlV Il v - Il v v Il Il v , 
where All = 4>a A~, the Higgs unit vector, <i>a = iPa IliPl, and the Higgs field 
magnitude liPl = JiPaiPa. The Abelian electric field is Ei = F oi, and the 
Abelian magnetic field is Bi = - ~cijkFjk. We would also like to write the 
Abelian 't Hooft electromagnetic field as 
(6) 
where N!/LV = f)1,A" - avAil' HilI' = -Eabc<I>aall4>bav4>c, (7) 
which we refer to as the gauge part and the Higgs part ofthe 't Hooft electomag-
netic field respectively. 
The topological magnetic current [10] which is also the topological current 
density of the system and the corresponding conserved topological magnetic 
charge are respectively 
(8) 
(9) 
As mentioned by Arafune et al. [8], the magnetic charge M is the total mag-
netic charge of the system if and only if the gauge field is non singular. If the 
gauge field is singular and carries Dirac string monopoles, then the total mag-
netic charge of the system is the total sum of the Dirac string monopoles and the 
monopoles carry by the Higgs field which is M. 
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3 Solution with Positive ¢-Winding Number 
The magnetic ansatz of Ref.[6] can be further generalized in the standard way to 
accommodate for the presence of an electric field by writing 
sinh')' GXl(r)U~ + ~X2(B)Ue) 
-~'ljJl(r)il¢(ji + ~'ljJ2(r)ile~i + ~Rl(B)il¢fi - ~R2(B)il~Ji 
r r r r 
cosh')' GXl(r) u~ + ~X2(B)ile), (10) 
where ')' is an arbitrary constant. The spherical coordinate orthonormal unit 
vectors, i';, Oi, and ¢i are defined by 
Ti sinB cos¢ 5i1 + sinB sin</> 5i2 + cosB 5i3 , 
cosB cos ¢ 5i1 + cos 0 sin ¢ 5i2 - sinO 5i3 , 
- sin </> 5il + cos</> 5i2 o (II) 
and the isospin coordinate orthonormal unit vectors, il~, ue' and u;p are defined 
by 
U~ sinO cosn</> 5f + sinO sinn¢ 5~ + cosB 5~, 
ue cosO cosn¢ 5f + cosB sinn¢ 52: - sinO 5f, 
- sinn¢ 8f + cosn</> 52:0 (12) 
To solve for solutions, the ansatz (10) is substituted into the equations of motion 
(3) in the limit of vanishing >.., p, and p,2/ >.. -7 constant. We find that when we 
set 
1/JICr) = 'ljJ(r), XI(r) = x(r), RI(e) = X2(e) = 0, 
n'IjJ2(r) = (71, - 1) + 'IjJ(r), nR2(e) = (71, - 1) cote, (13) 
the equations of motion can be simplified to the two usual second order differ-
ential equations, where prime means 1,:, 
Upon integration, we get two sets of first order coupled non linear differential 
equations, 
r'ljJ' ± X(I - 'IjJ) 0, rx' - X ± 2'IjJ =F 'ljJ2 = 0, (15) 
and the general solutions are [4] 
x(r) = X± 
1 ± (3r (v' a2 + 1 sinh«(3r) + a cosh «(3r)) 
± (1 -(3r (vfa2+1 cosh((3r) + a Sinh«(3r))) 0 (16) ( v' a2 + 1 sinh((3r) + a cosh((3r)) 
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Here a and 13 are arbitrary constants. There are all together four different sets 
of solutions in Eq.(l6). When a is set to zero, solutions (16) become the exact 
Julia-Zee dyon solutions [3] and when a = i, they become the complex infinite 
energy dyon solutions discussed by Singleton [11]. The parameter 13 determines 
the expectation value of the Higgs field as, <]?a -+ 'f (13 cosh ,)u~, at r infinity. 
With Eq.(13), the gauge potentials (10) reduce to, 
sinh ,~x(r) u~, <]?a = cosh ,~x(r) u~, 
r r 
1.,,()(,oJ.. -ao-) (n-l){_a o-a};" 
-'I'r Ue'l'i - u'" ; + --- u e - cot u r 'l'i, r r 
(17) 
which becomes the Julia-Zee dyon ansatz when n = 1. The <p-winding number, 
n, in the gauge potentials (17) is restricted to only positive integer. Hence the 
solutions obtained from this ansatz possess positive magnetic charge. We also 
notice that the pure gauge potential term of Ai in Eq.(17), 
(n- 1) -Ai(pure) = ---{Ug - cot 0 U~}<f;i = -en - 1)8g8i<P, (18) 
r 
possesses a line singularity. As this singular gauge potential is a pure gauge, it 
does not appear in the non-Abelian magnetic and the electric field, 
1 - -
-2 sinh ,{(rx' - X)U~fi + X(1 -1/J)(u'tA + u:);<p;)}. (19) 
r 
The energy or mass of the system, 
E = J dx3(~BaBa + ~EaEa + ~D<paD<f>a) 
2 " 2" 2' , 
4; cosh2 , x(rx' - x)[~ (20) 
is finite, E = 47rf3 cosh2 " only when a = O. 
From the ansatz (10), the Abelian 't Hooft gauge potentials, magnetic and 
electric fields are respectively given by 
Ao = sinh ,~x(r), Ai = <f>a Ai = -en - 1) cosO 8i <p, (21) 
r 
(n - 1) _ n _ 1. , _ 
Bi=Mi+Hi=----ri+-ri' Ei=--smh,(rx -x)r;. (22) 
r2 r2 r 2 
The 't Hooft magnetic field in Eq.(22) always corresponds to that of a unit 
monopole field irrespective of the values of n and a in the solutions. When 
n =1= 1, the configuration (17) can be viewed as that of a n-monopole in the 
Higgs field superposed with a (n - 1) string antimonopole in the pure gauge 
field [8]. Therefore the net magnetic charge of the system is one at large r. 
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Of course when n = 1, the string antimonopole disappear. When a = 0, the 
monopole in the Higgs field is the finite energy 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole. 
However when a =f 0, the solution is singular at r = 0 and the monopole in the 
Higgs field becomes a Wu-Yang type monopole with infinite energy. 
Similary, the 't Hooft electric field is non singular at the origin, r = 0, when 
a = O. However when a takes value other than zero, a point singularity exist at 
r = O. This can be seen by calculating for the total electric charge, 
Q = sinh 'Y{ -47T(rx' - x)<5(r) ± 47T'1jJ(2 -1J;)I~~~} = ±47T sinh 1', (23) 
for all values of a. The net electric charge comes from the delta function point 
source when a =f 0 and when a = 0, there is no delta function point source and 
the net charge is from the regular electric charge distribution, that is the second 
term of Eq.(23). We also notice that the net electric charge can be both positive 
or negative in a positive monopole charge field. 
4 Solution with Negative ¢>-Winding Number 
Using the same procedure as in Ref.[7], we can construct the antimonopole ver-
sion of the lulia-Zee dyon by setting 
1J;l(r) = 1J;(r) , Xl(r) = x(r), R1 (8) = X2(8) = 0, 
n1J;2(r) = (n + 1) -1J;(r), nR2(8) = (n + l)cot8, (24) 
in the ansatz (l0). The gauge potentials of the anti-configuration are 
sinh 'Y~x(r) u~, q,a = cosh 'Y~x(r) u~, 
r r 
1.,,( )( 'a), 'a8~ ) (n + 1) {'a 8 'a})' --~ r UO~i +U¢ i + --- Uo - cot U r ~i, r r (25) 
(n+l) , 
and A~(pure) = ---{u~ - cot8U~}¢>i = -en + 1)<5~ai<p, (26) 
r 
Substituting the solution Eq.(24) into the equations of motion (3) in the BPS 
limit will give the same two coupled second order differential equations for 1J; 
and X as in Eq.(14). Hence the solutions (16) apply for the gauge potentials and 
scalar Higgs field ofEq.(25). In this case, the ¢>-winding number, n, in solution 
(24) is restricted to only negative integers and the net monopole charge of the 
configuration is negative one irrespective of the value of n. When n = -1, 
the pure gauge term (26) disappears and the solution is the regular Julia-Zee 
dyon solution with a negative one 't Hooft monopole charge or in short the JZ 
anti-dyon solution. 
Calculating for the non-Abelian magnetic and the electric field from the 
gauge potentials (25), we get 
~{r1J;'(-u98i + U'J,¢i) -1jJ(2 -1J;)u~f;} 
r 
E'! 
t -:2 sinh 'Y{ (rx' - X)u~fd X(1 -1jJ)(u98i - U'J,¢i)}, (27) 
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which is the exact JZ anti-dyon magnetic and electric field in the negative n 
<t>-winding number internal space. The electromagnetic fields (27) are regular 
when a = O. When a > 0, a point singularity exits at r = 0 in the solution and 
the 't Hooft-Polyakov antimonopole becomes the Wu-Yang type antimonopole. 
When a < 0, in addition to the point singularity at r = 0, a spherical shell 
singuarity is also present at tanh(,6r) = -:- v'a~+1' Similarly, the energy of the 
anti-dyon system is finite, E = 47f{3 cosh2 'Y, when a = 0, for all negative values 
ofn. 
From the ansatz (10), the Abelian 't Hooft gauge potentials, magnetic and 
electric fields are respectively, 
Ao=sinh'Y~x(r), Ai=~aAi=-(n+1)cos8ai<t>, (28) 
r 
Bi = Mi + Hi = - (n ~ 1) f'; + ~ Ti' Ei = - r12 sinh 'Y(rx' - X)Ti. (29) 
The 't Hooft magnetic field in Eq.(29) always corresponds to that of a unit an-
timonopole field irrespective of the values of n and a in the solutions. When 
n = -1, the string monopole disappear and the solution is regular over all 
space. When n # -1, the configuration (25) can be viewed as that of a Inl-
antimonopole in the Higgs field superposed with a In + 11 string monopole in 
the pure gauge field [8]. Therefore the net magnetic charge of the system is neg-
ative one at large r. When a = 0, the monopole in the Higgs field is the finite 
energy 't Hooft-Polyakov antimonopole. However when a # 0, the pole in the 
Higgs field becomes a Wu-Yang type antimonopole with infinite energy. 
Similary, the 't Hooft electric field is non singular at the origin, r = 0, when 
a = O. However when a takes value other than zero, a point singularity exists at 
r = O. The net electric charge is given by, 
and it comes from the delta function point source when a # 0 and when a = 0, 
there is no delta function point source and the net charge is from the regular 
electric charge distribution, that is the second term of Eq.(30). We also notice 
that the net electric charge can be both positive or negative in the presence of a 
negative monopole charge field. 
5 Comments 
When solving the equations of motion (3), for solutions in the BPS limit, the 
± sign of the Bogolmol'nyi equations (4) is not significant. The second order 
coupled differential equations will always reduced to two different sets of first 
order coupled differential equations upon integration corresponding to the two 
sets of equations, Bf ± DiWa. The ± sign will only give a change in the sign of 
the corresponding Higgs field. When the electric field is switched on to give a 
dyon solution and 'Y # 0, the change in sign of the Higgs field will give a change 
in sign of the electric field and hence the electric charge present in the fields. The 
8 A Note on the JZ Dyon Solution 
± sign in the Bogomol'nyi equations will not change the sign of the monopole 
charge present in the fields. It is only the sign of the ¢-winding number, n, that 
will determines the presence of monopoles or antimonopoles. 
Finally, we would like to conjecture that a monopole is always located at a 
point in the Higgs field where the Higgs unit vector ~a becomes indeterminate. 
This point could be a point singularity in the Higgs field or a zero of the Higgs 
field. We also observed that a point singularity in the Higgs field corresponds to 
the presence of a Wu-Yang type monopole and a point zero of the Higgs field 
corresponds to the presence of a 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole of finite energy. 
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17 1. Introduction 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YlvIH) field theory in 3+1 dimensions, with the Higgs 
19 field in the adjoint representation possess the magnetic monopoles solution. ll3 The 
't Hooft·-Polyakov monopole solution with nonzero Higgs mass and self-interactioll 
21 is the first monopole solution that possess finite energy. This numerical, spherically 
symmetric monopole solution of unit magnetic charge is invariant under a U(l) 
23 subgroup of the local SU(2) gauge group.l~4 
Configurat.ions of the Y1·1H field theory with a unit magnetic charge are in 
25 general spherically symmetricl'i although exceptions do exist.H All other monopole 
configurations with magnetic charges greater than unity possess at most axial sym-
27 metry813 and it has been shown that these solutions cannot possess spherical sym-
metry when the energy is finite. 15 
29 Until now, exad monopoles and mUltimonopoles solutions exist only in the 
Bogomol'nyi-Prasad Sommerfield (BPS) limit.6- 13 Out.side of this limit, where the 
31 Higgs field potential is nonvanishing only numerical solutions exist. Asymmetric 
Il1ultimonopole solutions ''lith no rotational symmetry are all numerical solutions 
33 even in the BPS limit. 16,17 
'Contributed paper for the Conference on Advances in Theoretical Sciences 2005, CATS 2005, 
68 December 2005, lOr Marriott Hotel, Putrajaya, Malaysia. 
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1 Recently, ,ve have also shown that the extended a.nsatz of Refs. 1820 possesses 
more exact multimonopole-antimonopole configurations. The anticonfigurations of 
3 all these multimonopole-·antimonopole solutions with all the magnetic monopole 
charges reversing their sign were also constructed.21 Hence monopoles becomes 
5 antimollopoles and vice versa. Solutions with vortex rings in the presence of an 
antimonopolemoIlopoleantimoIlopole (A-M-A) chain were also discussed.22 \Ve 
7 have also shown the existence of half-integer topological monopole charge solu-
tions. This configuration possesses axial symmetry and a Dirac-like string singu-
9 larity along the negative z-axisY The existence of smooth Yang-Mills potentials 
which correspond to monopoles and vortices of one-half winding number has been 
11 demonstrated in Ref. 23 but no exact or numerical solutions of the YMH equations 
have been given. 
13 In this paper, we would like to reexamine the 3...'Cially symmetric one-half 
monopole solutioIls of the Ref. 14 once again in more detail by introducing electric 
15 charge to the system, hence creating what is called a dyon solution with a one-half 
monopole charge. The procedure of introducing an electric charge to a monopole 
17 solution is standard and was first shown by Julia and Zee in 1975.2•1 
The one-half monopole that was presented in Ref. 14 is a particular case whcn 
19 t.he solution parameter m = -1/2. In this paper, we would like to show that the 
one-half monopole solution actually possesses a continuous parameter m, where 
21 -1/2::; m < O. The Higgs field of this one-half monopole solut.ion does not possess 
any point zeros and hence there are no other monopoles in the configuration except 
23 the one-half monopole which is located at r = 0, where the Higgs unit vcctor, .]',0., 
bccomes indeterminate and the Higgs field is singular. 
25 By applying Gauss' law to the electric field of this dyon solution at large T, we 
find that thc elcctric fiux scems to come from a nct electric chargc of decrcasing 
27 magnitude as m approaches zcro. ,\l11en m = 0, the dyon solution of one-half 
monopole charge becomes the dyon of the vVu- Yang type monopole18 - 20 with unit 
29 magnetic charge and zero net electric charge. 
Vle briefly review the SU(2) YMH field theory in the next section and introduce 
31 the modified axially symmet.ric magnetic. ansatz18- 20 in Sec. 3. We also discuss the 
dyon solutions of one-half monopole charge and their electromagnetic properties in 
33 Sec. 3. We end with some comments in Sec. 4. 
2. The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs Theory 
35 The SU(2) YlvIH Lagrangian in 3 + 1 dimensions is given by 
2 
L = -2:.FI~JGJ.LV + ~DJ.Lq,G DJ.Lq,G _ 2:. A(q,Gq,G _ P; )2, 
4 2 4 A 
(1) 
wherc It is the Higgs field mass, ).. is the strength of the Higgs potential and p,J vA 
is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. The Lagrangian (1) is gaugc in-
variant under the set of independcnt local SU(2) transformations at each spacetime 
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point. The covariant derivative of the HiggH field and t.he gauge field strengt.h tensor 
are given respect.ively by 
D epo, = f) ",a + .abc 41> .'f)C 
II, . LIt'.!! t ~ /1,':1; , 
F~a [) A" [) AU + .abcAb 4c }J,l/ == J-! LJ - 1/ It E JL r ~I • 
(2) 
(3) 
1 Since the gauge field coupling constant, can be scaled away, \ve S("t it to one without 
allY loss of generality. The metric used is 91w = (-++ +). The SU(2) internal group 
3 indices a, b, c run from 1 to 3 and the Hpatial indices are /1, v, a = 0, 1,2, and 3 in 
. 1'v1inkowski space. 
The equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (1) are 
DJ1pa = [)I'pa + (abc Ab,.,pc = (akepb D epc 
Il.V fl.·V JUI v, 
1)1' DI,epa = _.\epa ( epb,pb _ 1~2) . (4) 
5 Non-BPS solutions to the YMH theory are obtained by solving the second order 
differential equations of motion (4), whereas BPS solutions can be more easily 
7 obtained by solving the Bogomol'nyi equations, 
Bt ± D.iepa = 0, 
9 which is of first order. 
The Abelian electromagnetic field tensor as proposed by 't. Hooft1 is 
p = <ta po, _ fabc<t a D <tb D <tc 
ILl' J.11/ J1, v 
(5) 
= OpAl' - avAil - Eabc<tQa,,<tba1)<tc, (6) 
where AI' = <taA~, eta = epa/lepl, 1(1)1 = vepaq,a. Hence the 't Hooft electric field is 
11 Ei = FOi, and the 't Hooft magnetic field is Hi = -~EijkFjk, v"here the indices, i, j, 
k = 1,2, :3. The topological magnetic current, which is also the topological current 
13 density of the system iS25 
1 1 . avjaGP~bc)<T~c '~jJ = 81f cp.vpcr(cLbc 'l.-' U '::I! U '±' . 
Therefore the corresponding conserved topological magnetic charge is 
~·f - J d3, k - 1 f;2 . H· 
"' - .r; 0 - - (, 0", ,. 47f , 
(7) 
(8) 
In t.he BPS limit when the Higgs potential vanishes, the energy can be written 
in the form 
E = =f J oi(BiiJ!a )d3,[, + J ~(Bi ± Diepa)2 d3::/: 
= =f J oi(Bfq,U)d3:r; = '17rM ::X, (9) 
15 where kI is the "topological charge" when the vacuum expectation value of the 
Higgs field, -!lx, is nonzero coupled with some nontrivial topological structure of 
17 the fields at h\,rge T. 
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1 3. The Dyons 
3.1. The ansatz 
The static: gauge fields and Higgs field that will lead to t.he dyon solutions of one-half 
monopole charge are given respectively by,18-20,24 
AD = sinh1'(q,lra + q,20a ), 
A~ = ~1,b(r) (oa¢i - J>aOi) + ~ R(O) (Jar; - raJ'i) , (10) 
q,a = eosll') (q, 11~a + q,20a ) , 
where q)l = ~II)(T), q,2 = ~R(O) and l' is an arbitrary constant. The spherical 
coordinate orthonormal unit veetors, fa., on, and ~a arc defined by 
fa = sin 0 cos tjlO'~ + sin 0 sin tjlO'2 + cos 00'3 , 
oa = cos 0 cos tjlO'~ + cos 0 sin ¢O'~ - sin 00'3 ' 
Ja = - sintjlO'~ + costjlO'~ , 
(ll) 
3 where T = y'x"x;, 0 = cOS-1(X3/r), and 1; = tan-1(xz/Xl). Ansatz (10) satisfies 
the Coulomb gauge, f)i Ai = o. 
5 3.2. The solutions 
Upon substituting ansatz (10) into the equations of motion (4), the resulting equa-
tions are f'implifipd to two first order diIIerenlial equations, 
njl + 1/) - '1/,2 = -m(m + I) , 
it. + RcotO - R2 = m(m + 1), 
(12) 
where 1// means ~ and it. mpans ~~. The solutions fi)r 4) and R are then given 
respectively by 
, (m + 1) - m(hr)27n+1 
1jJ (1') - -'-----:--'--;;-:+-:--:'7--
- 1 + (br)2m+l 
1)(0)-(' ) e{ _e_(Pm+1(cosO,)+aQJJl+l(COSO))} 1. - In + 1 c:sc: c:o~ , 
, (Pm (COS 0) + aQrn(COsO)) 
(13) 
where Pm and Qm arc the Legendre polynomials of the first and second kind of 
7 degree m, respectively, and -1/2 ::; m < O. For solutions regular along the positive 
z-axis, we required, R(O) = 0, and the integration constant (J. is set to zero. However 
9 R(r.) = 00. It i" this boundary condition that. gives rise to the st.ring singularit.y in 
the gauge field and the magnetic field. The integration C011"t8ont b is just a sealing 
11 factor and without any loss in generality, we set Ii = 1 and the boundary conditions 
for 1/)(r') are '~'(O) = m + 1 and 4)(00) = -n!. In these dyon solutions there arc no 
13 zeros of the Higgs field and the Higgs unit vector is only indet.erminate at the origin 
where a monopole of half unit charge is loca.ted. 
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1 From the ansatz (10), the 't Hooft gauge potential becomes, 
(14) 
3 Hence the 't Hooft electric field is nonzero when! f= 0 and the monopole becomes 
a dyon. The 't Hooft magnetic field is independent of the gauge potentials A~. 
5 3.3. The 't Hooft rrwgnetic field 
To calculate for the 't Hooft magnetic fidd Bi , which is independent of the gauge 
fields A~) we rewrite the Higgs field from the spherical to the Cartesian coordinate 
system,18-20 
<1>a = <1>(r" + <1>ija + <1>3¢a 
= cf:,1 0a1 + cf:,20"2 + cf:,gOa3 (15) 
where 
cf:,1 = sin fJ cos 9<1>1 + cos fJ cos q,<1>2 - sin ¢<1>3 = 1<1> 1 cosa sinS, 
cf:,2 = sin e sin ¢<1>1 + cos e sin dJ<1>2 + eOS¢<1>3 = 1<1>1 cos a cosP , (16) 
cf:,3 = COSfJ<1>l- sinfJ<1>2 = 1<1>1 sin-a. 
The Higgs unit vector can be simplified to 
(17) 
where 
and the 't Hooft magnetic fidd is reduce to only the .pi and Oi componellt.s, 
B. = __ I_{3sina}i _1 {3Sina}(). 
, r2 sin e i:)(~ t + T sin e dT" ' (18) 
The fundion, sin Ct, is a bounded function over all space and the 't Hooft magnetic 
field is regular everywhere except at the location of the monopole at the origin and 
along the negative z-axis where there is a semi infinite string singularity. \'Vhen 
m = -1/2 and "In = 0, sin a is independent of T and the magnetic field is purely 
radial in direction. \Ve also notice that, ni , can be written as 
(19) 
and that a suitable Maxwell four-vector gauge potential for this magnetic field is 
A sinh,' V 10 R2 o = -- '~)M + . , 
l' 
(sina - 1) , 
A;=(sin a -l)3iP=- . </Yi. 
1" 8m (J (20) 
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Fig. l. The magnetic field lines of Ul<' m = -CJ.(JJ dYOll. The ollc-h,df monopole is locat.ed at 
T = (J. 
When '/i/, = 0, the gauge potC'llti<l1, Ai, is just the usual Dirac string potential and 
it is singular along the negativE' z-axis. However whell -1/2 :S m < 0, t.he gauge 
3 potc'nt.ial A, still pOt>!:>esses a ~il1lilar string singularity along the negative z-axis, 
bl1t it is 110 longer the Dirac: string. 
5 Frolfl Eq. (10), it is obvious that the magnetic field is always perpendic.ular to 
the gradiellts of sin C\ allda. Hence the magnetic field lilies lie on the lille sin a = k, 
7 where -1 < k < 1, aud q) ,cc constant. By plotting sin 11 = k on a vertical plane 
through the origin; we manage to draw the rua.glletic field liues for the coufiguratiolJs 
9 when m = -0.01, Fig. 1; m = 0.05, Fig. 2; and m =-0.2, Fig. :3. We have notice 
tha.t for every field line throllg;l! the origill, one' end of the line goes to infinity, 
11 whereas the other end will ma.ke it loop and retum back to T = O. Therefore the 
rnagu('tic flux going to infillity is only half of that of a. monopole of uuit charge. 
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Fig. 2. The magnetic field lineo of the Tn = -0.05 dyon. The ollc-half lJlollopole is located at 
r = O. 
1 3.4. The monopole chu'l'ge 
FroHl Eq. (8), the nd maglletic charge enelosed by t.he sIlhere at infinit.y is calculated 
t.o be, 
Al,x, = _~Sill(\lrr . = ~ when 
O,r~oc -
:;m.<O. 
2 
= 1 W lJl'1l 'III. c.= 0 ' (21) 
Hence the magnetic charge of the system is always Olw-ltalf over all space whell 'm 
3 is (1 noninteger less than zero and it is cOllcoutrated at only olle point in spa.ce at 
r = O,When Tn ,c= 0, tile half IllOllopole becorues (1 unit monopole, 
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Fig. 3. The rnagnetic field lines or tlie m = -0.2 dyon. The one-1mlf monopole is located at 
r = D. 
1 3.5. The 't Hoojt electric field 
The 't Hooft electric field of the dYOlIS is giveJl by 
1.;'- ')·.'1 -,' l~{ /.1,2 )2 V{Ii)+'III)(~)-'III.-l)}(P,) J,--(,_O-Sllll l V If·· -I-h -- ,.,' , :;-V 1/''2 -I- [{2 7-
Unlike t.he magnetic field, thn electric field depends on the con~t.ant 1- Hence the 
electric field can be switched ofT by seLtillg I C.c O. As the parameter m iJl(:reases 
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Fig,. J. The elect.ric field of the rn = ~(),5 dyoJj, The positive electric chargeE arc concentrated 
at 'j' = () and aJolIg t.1H~ n(~gativl' z-H.xis. 
from -1/2 to zero, the rJ; cOlllPonent of the electric field diminishes to zcro while 
th<.' r<l,c\ial COIllPOIIl'llt approaches 
.rI1,( == --- - ') ~ 1 { 2 I} { (1 + r) (1 -+ r)- ,2 (23) 
and t,he solution b(~col1lcS ;;phmieally symmctric, The :3D field plot of the electric 
field for different values of 'in in the range -1/2 :Sm < 0, shows the presence of a 
3 positive poiul, charge a.t r = () alld a positive line charge along the negative z-axis, 
Figure 4 shows the 3D field plot for the case of Tn == -1/2, The electric field which 
5 is pointillg radially outward diminishes as 1/1,2 along the negative z-axis, 
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z 
'6 G 8 
Fig.:i. The contour plot of the cketrie charge density distriblltion of tlw m = -"0.0,, dyon. The 
ucgativc: electric charge (knsity di;-,t,ributioll iH in blue and the positiy(': charges arc indicated in red. 
1 3.6. The electric charge 
The elect.ric charge denHiti(~s. q = i'J' 1~" of tl1(:8(, d.vOli solutions consist of 8 Ilcgat.iv(' 
cloud charge distributioll cOllcelltrated in regiolls around the origin and alollg the 
rwgativ(' z-axis diminishing along tl1(' axis as f,. The positive charge densities ilre 
delt.a functions distributiolls at .,. = 0 awl alollg tlw negative ,:-axis. Figures 5 and 
I) show t.be electric: charge dellsity distribution for (,lie III = -0.05 awl m = -0,5 
dyom; respectively, The ncgCltive electric cloud charge density distributioll is in 
blue auel the positive charges are i nclicated ill red, 'I'he c:IJ(1.rge distribu tioll along 
trw negat.ive z-axis is g]'eat(~st IV hen 'In = --l/~ and continuously dirnillishes to lIero 
as 'III. approa.ches lIero whell t.he dYOll'S monopole eharge dlc111ges frow ba.lf to 0I1e. 
The tota.l ell'ct.ric charge of the dYOllS can be obtained by Gallss' law., 
Q l-,x; EJI.,.2 sill 0 dO drj; c" 27f sinh r.l Jm2 + R(O)2 sill 0 dO. (24) 
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1 singularity along the negative z-axis. Configurations of one-half monopole charge 
t.hat possess axial symmet.ry and a semi infinit.e st.ring singularity both in the 
3 gauge potent.ials and the electromagnetic fields have also been discussed in the 
literature.23 
5 Calculations show that t.he electrie charges that give rise to the e; component of 
the eledric fleld are composed of a negative cloud charge distribution around the 
7 negativE' z-axis and a positive delta function charge distribution along the negative 
z-axis which exactly eanceled out t.he charges of each other at T infinity. 
9 The eleetric charges that. give rise t.o t.he radial component of the eleetrie field are 
all concent.rated at T = 0 when m = -1/2. Hence Q = Qo for the m = -1/2 dyon. 
11 However when, -1/2 < m :S: 0, there is a negative cloud charge distribution around 
the origin and this negat.ive cloud charge increases in intensit.y until it reaches it.s 
13 maximum value atTn = 0 where it. totally screened off the positive delta fU11ction 
source at T = 0 giving a zero net electric charge for the \Vu Yang type dyon when 
15 'IT! = O. Hence for the \Vu-Yang type dyon, Q = 0, and Qo = 4r.sinhl'. 
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Abstract 
We notice that it is not necessary to describe the monopole-antimol1opole pair (MAP) and 
monopole-antimonopole chains (MAC) solutions in terms of f) -winding number m 
greater than one as they can also be parameterized by a single integer s. Here we study 
the MAP solution of the SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory which belongs to the 
topological trivial sector. This solution is parameterized by f) -winding number one, ¢ -
winding number one and integer s '= 1. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory, with the Higgs field in the adjoint 
representation, are known to possess both the magnetic monopole [1,2] and 
multimonopole solutions [3]. Monopole solutions with unit magnetic charge and finite 
energy are spherically symmetric [1,2]. Multimonopole with finite energy cannot be 
spherically symmetric [4] and possess at most axial symmetry [3]. 
In the limit of vanishing Higgs potential, the Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) 
limit, exact monopole and multimonopole solutions [2,3] are known. These BPS 
solutions possess finite and minimal energies. However, when the Higgs potential is finite, 
only numerical solutions [1] are known. 
Recently Kleihaus et al. constructed non-Bogomol'nyi BPS solutions which satisfy only 
the second order field equations but not the first order Bogomol'nyi equations. Their 
solutions possess only axial symmetry and correspond to a monopole-antimonopo1e pair 
(MAP) [5], and monopole-antimonopole chain (MAC) [6]. These MAP and MAC 
solutions are parameterized by f) -winding number m ( > 1) and ¢ -winding number n = 1. 
In Ref. [7], we show that the f) -winding number of the MAP and MAC solutions can be 
reduced to one and a single integer parameter s. In other words, there exist an equivalent 
form of the solutions with normal f) -winding number m = I and integer parameter s for 
all the solutions of B -winding number m. 
In this paper we compute the numerical MAP solutions with m = 1, s =1 and m = 2, s = o. 
Both the asymptotic conditions s = 0 and s = 1 correspond to a pure gauge at spatial 
infinity and hence the system possess zero net magnetic charge. We connect the 
asymptotic solutions with the trivial vacuum at the origin numerically by usmg 
mathematical softwares Maple and Matlab. 
We briefly review the SU(2) YMH field theory in the next section. We present the mag-
netic ansatz and some of its basic properties in section III. In section IV, we discussed the 
net magnetic charge of the configuration and we present numerical results in section V. 
We conclude our results and give some comments in section VI. 
II. THE SU(2) YANG-MILLS-IDGGS-THEORY 
The SU(2) YMH theory admits the triplet gauge field A; which are the Yang-Mills 
vector fields coupled to a scalar Higgs triplets field <DG in 3+ 1 dimensions. The index a is 
the SU(2) internal space index and for a given a, <DG is a scalar whereas A; is a vector 
under Lorentz transformation. The Lagrangian in 3+ 1 dimensions is given by 
(1) 
where the Higgs field mass, J-i, and the strength of the Higgs potential, A, are constants. 
The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is then given by J-i / JX. The 
Lagrangian (1) is gauge invariant under the set of independent local SU(2) 
transformations at each space time point. The covariant derivative of the Higgs field and 
the gauge field strength tensor are given respectively by 
(2) 
Since the gauge field coupling constant g can be scaled away, we can set g to one without 
any loss of generality. The metric used is g JiV = (- + ++ ). The SU (2) internal group 
indices a, b, c run from 1 to 3 and the spatial indices are J-i, v, a = 0, 1, 2, and 3in 
Minkowski space. 
The equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (1) are 
The 't Hooft electromagnetic field tensor as proposed by 't Hooft [1], is given by 
(4) 
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where AJL = ci>a A: ' the Higgs field unit vector ci>a = cI>a / I cI> I and the Higgs field 
magnitude I <l> I = J <l>a<l> a • The Abelian electric field is E; = Fap and the Abelian magnetic 
field is B; =--!- Eijk Fjk • The topological magnetic current [8] which is also the topological 
current density of the system is defined as 
(5) 
and the corresponding conserved topological magnetic charge is 
(6) 
Our work is restricted to the static case where A; = 0 . Hence the conserved energy of the 
system for the static case reduces to 
(7) 
Here i, j, k which are the three space indices run from 1, 2, and 3. This energy vanishes 
when the gauge potential, A;a is zero or when ~a is a pure gauge, and when 
<l>a<l> a = f.12 / A and D;ct>a = o. In this paper, we consider the case with vanishing Higgs 
potential, A, = O. 
III. THE MAGNETIC ANSATZ 
We make use of the static magnetic ansatz [5,6] to solve for the monopoles solutions here. 
The gauge fields and the Higgs field are given respectively by 
(8) 
where IJI" 1J12 , R" R2 ' cI>, and cI>2 are profile functions of rand e . The spherical 
coordinate orthonormal unit vectors, ~, B;, and ¢; are defined by 
3 
~ 
8i = cos 8 cos ¢ 51i + cos 8 sin ¢ 52i - sin 8 53i , 
¢i = -sin¢ 51i + cos¢ 52i , (9) 
and the isospin coordinate orthonormal unit vectors, fa, ea, and ¢a are defined by 
fa = sin m8 cos n¢ 5t + sin m8 sin n¢ 5; + cos m8 5;, 
~ 
8a = cos m8 cos n¢ 5t + cos me sin n¢ 5; - sin m8 5;, 
¢a = _ sin n¢ 5t + cos n¢ 6;, (10) 
With ansatz (8) the field equations (3) reduce to six PDEs in rand 8 . The ansatz 
possesses a residual U(1) gauge symmetry. To fix the gauge, we impose the gauge 
condition ra rRI - a elf/I = 0 . 
In Refs. [5,6], Kleihaus et. al. consider MAP and MAC solutions which is parameterized 
by the a-winding number m (> 1) and ¢ -winding number n (=1). In Ref. [7], we show that 
there always exist an equivalent form of the solutions with normal winding number m = 1 
and an integer s for all the solutions with a winding number. 
The MAP solution possesses exact asymptotic solutions at both small and large r. Upon 
reducing these solutions to the m = 1 fonn with integer s, both the MAP and MAC 
solutions correspond to the trivial vacuum (s = 0) at small r. However, at large r, the 
MAP solutions tend to a different sector of the vacuum with parameter s = 1, 2, 3 ... 
Hence the MAP solutions correspond to a one monopole-antimonopoe pair when s = 1, a 
two monopole-antimonopole pair when s = 2, and so on with net topological magnetic 
charge zero. Here we compute numerically the MAP solution with m = 1, s = 1, n = 1 and 
m = 2, s = 0, n = 1. 
The boundary conditions at the origin are 
If/I (0,8) -+ 0, 1f/2 (0, 8) -+ 0, RI (0, e) -+ 0, R2 (o,e) -+ 0, 
<D 1(0,8) -+ -s: cos e, <D 2 (0, e) -+ s: sin e, 
where s: is arbitrary constant and the boundary conditions at r infinity are 
If/I (00, e) -+ 2, 1f/2 (00, 8) -+ 2n, R) (00,8) -+ 0, ~ (00,8) -+ 0, 
<D)(oo,e) -+ cose, <D 2(00,e) -+ sin8, 
Regularity on the z-axis (at 8 = ° and e = JT) requires 
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(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
The equations of motion (3) are then solved numerically by using ansatz (8) with the 
boundary conditions (11)-(13). The constant'; will be determined by the results of the 
numerical calculations. 
IV. THE NET MAGNETIC CHARGE 
To calculate for the Abelian magnetic field Bp we rewrite the Higgs field in Eq. (8) from 
the spherical to the Cartesian coordinate system, [5,6] 
where <1>1 = sin me cos n¢ <1>1 + cos me cos n¢ <1>2 - sin n¢ <1>3 = 1 <1> 1 cos a sin fJ, 
<1> 2 = sin me sin n¢ <1>1 + cos me sin n¢ <1> 2 + cos n¢ <1> 3 = 1 <1> 1 cos a cos fJ, 
<1>3 = cos me <1>1 - sin me <1>2 =1 CD 1 sin a. 
The Higgs unit vector is then simplified to 
<Da = cos a sin fJ sal + cos a cos P sa2 + sin a sa3, 
h . <1>1 cos me- CD 2 sin me A, were sm a = ~ , P = r - If, r = TC / 2, 
<1>2+CD 2 
I 2 
and the Abelian magnetic field is found to be 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
B = _ 1 (8sina 8p _ 8sina 8P)r +_I_(8sina 8fJ _ 8sina 8P )e. (18) 
I r2 sine 8e 8¢ 8¢ 8e I rsine 8¢ 8r 8r 8¢ I 
The magnetic charge is defined as 
(19) 
Here we define the magnetic charge enclosed by the upper hemisphere of infinite radius 
as M+ whereas the magnetic charge enclosed by the lower hemisphere of infinite radius 
is denoted by M _. The value of M + is calculated to be 
1 Iff 12 
M+ =--sina = +1 . 
2 O,r--*«l 
(20) 
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The upper hemisphere then possesses a positive charged monopole. Similarly, 
considering the lower hemisphere by integrating Eg. (19) from e = 7r 12 to e = 7r gives 
I I" M =--sina =-1 
- 2 ' 
7f 12,'---+00 
(21) 
which correspond to a negative charged antimonopole. 
These calculations show indeed that the configuration possesses a monopole-
antimonopole pair, with the monopole situated on the positive z-axis and the 
antimonopole at eguidistance on the negative z-axis. At r infinity for surface enclosing 
both charges, their contributions compensate and yields zero net magnetic charge. 
V. THE NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The asymptotic conditions (12) correspond to a pure gauge vacuum at spatial infinity. We 
connect this asymptotic condition with the trivial vacuum at the origin (11) numerically 
by using mathematical softwares Maple and Matlab. 
The equations of motion are discretized on a non-equidistant grid, covering the 
integration region 0 :s X:s 1 and 0 :s e :s n, where X is the finite interval compactified 
coordinate. The X and () grid are subdivided into M and N divisions. The best accuracy 
our computer is able to support is M= 40 and N= 25. 
Fig.(l) The modulus of the Higgs field as a function of p and z. 
6 
The numerical method used is the Gauss-Newton method and it is a good iterative 
method to obtain numerically accurate solutions. First the set of six PDEs are transformed 
into a system of non-linear equations by considering second order finite difference 
approximation. After providing good initial guess to the system of non-linear equations, 
the solver will iterate and converge to the true numerical answers. 
Our result confirms that the boundary conditions (11 )-( 13) corresponds to monopole-
antimonopole pair solution. In Fig. (1) we plot the modulus of the Higgs field as a 
functions of p and z where p = ~ x2 + y2 . The magnetic poles are located at the points 
where the modulus of Higgs field is zero. In particular, when M= 40, N=25, the location 
where the magnetic poles are situated is Zo = 2.4. We also notice that with increasing 
accuracy in the e grid from N= 15 to N= 25, the two MAP solutions (m = 1, s = 1 and m 
=2, s = 0) appear to approach each other from different direction, Fig. (2). Hence it is 
interesting to know whether the two will coincide when the accuracy in rand e grid is 
high enough. This will be done with more powerful computer in a later work. 
08 
06 
04 
0.2 
Plot ofPhi1(r,O)vs r 
s=O,m=2.M=40,N=1O 
-s=O,m=2,M=40,N=15 
- s=O,m=2.1v1=.40,N=20 
....... - ,=O.m=2,M=40,N=25 
. s=1 ,m=1 ,M=40,N=1O 
- .=1 ,m=1.M=40.N=15 
- ,=1 ,m=1.M=<ID.N=20 
........ · .. '=1 ,m=1.M=40,N=25 
-D40:-------:--------:!--------!-----"-----!-----.!--------! 
Fig.(2) A plot of <P (r, 0) versus r for M = 40, N = 10, 15, 20, 25 for the MAP solutions 
parameterized by m = 2, s = 0, n = 1 (the first four graph on the left) and m = 1, s = 1, n = 
1 (the next four graphs on the right). 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
Following results in Ref. [7] where it is possible to alternatively describe MAP and MAC 
solutions in terms of integer s, and winding number m = 1, we study such axially 
symmetric monopole-antimonopole pair solutions, parameterized by integer m = 1, s = 1 
and n = 1. This solution resides in the topological vacuum sector and it represents a 
monopole on the positive z-axis and antimonopole on the negative z-axis. The 
configuration hence possesses zero net magnetic charge. 
This MAP solution is similar to the MAP solutions of Kleihaus and Kunz [5]. Our MAP 
solution has m = 1, s = 1 and Zo = 2.4 for M = 40, N = 25. When the accuracy in the e 
grid is increased from N= 15 to N= 25, the two MAP solutions (m = 1, s = 1 and m = 2, s 
= 0) appear to approach each other from different direction. Questions of whether these 
two numerical solutions are the same configuration will be answered with more powerful 
computers and will be addressed elsewhere. It is also interesting to compare the energies 
of the two systems of MAPs and this will be calculated in another paper. 
The authors would like to thank the Academy of Sciences, Malaysia, for the Scientific 
Advancement Grant Allocation, SAGA (3 04/PFIZIKl653 004/A I 18). 
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Abstract 
In this article, we would like to give some comments on the exact BPS 
one monopole solution, the MAP, and the MAC solutions. Firstly we notice 
that there are several different discrete sectors of the YMH vacuum as well 
as the Wu-Yang monopole system that can be parameterized by a single 
integer parameter s. The exact BPS one monopole solution connects the 
trivial YMH vacuum at small r to the Wu-Yang monopole solution at large 
r and it corresponds to the case when the parameter s = 0 at both small 
and large r. In the MAP and MAC solutions, the 8-winding number is m 
(> 1) and the ¢-winding number is n. Here we would like to comment that 
there always exist an equivalent form of solutions with 8-winding number 
one and an integer parameter s for the solutions with 8-winding number m. 
By reducing the solutions to m = 1 and s, leads to a better understanding 
of the solutions. We also notice that asymptotic solutions with m = 1 and 
parameter s will give better numerical accuracy. 
1 Introduction 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory in 3 + 1 dimensions, with the 
Higgs field in the adjoint representation are known to possess a large varieties of 
magnetic monopole configurations. The first finite energy monopole solution is the 
't Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution [lJ which is invariant under a U(l) subgroup 
of the local SU(2) gauge group. It has non zero Higgs mass and self-interaction 
and is a numerical solution. Later Prasad and Sommerfield [2] gave the closed 
form version of the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole in the BPS limit. The YMH field 
*Contributed paper for the National Conference of Physics (PERFIK 2006), Dec 6-7, 2006, 
Palace of the Golden Horses, Kuala Lumpur 
tspeaker 
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theory with a unit magnetic charge and finite energy is spherically symmetric [1]-
[2]. However multimonopole configurations with magnetic charges greater than 
unity cannot possess spherical symmetry [3] but at most axial symmetry [4]. 
So far exact monopole and multimonopolep solutions [2], [4] existed only in the 
Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) limit. Outside this limit, when the Higgs 
field potential is non-vanishing, only numerical solutions are known. We have also 
shown that the ansatz of Ref. [5] possesses more exact multimonopole-antimonopole 
configurations in the BPS limit. 
The axially symmetric monopole-antimonopole pair (MAP) of Kleihaus and 
Kunz [6], and the monopole-antimonopole chain (MAC) of Kleihaus et al. [7], 
[8] possess exact asymptotic solutions at both small and large distances. The 
connecting solutions at immediate distances are both numerical and non-BPS as 
they do not satisfy the Bogomol'nyi equation and are only solutions to the second 
order differential equations of motion. In this article, we would like to comment and 
give our view on the exact BPS one monopole solution of Prasad and Sommerfield 
[2], the MAP solution of Kleihaus and Kunz [6], and the MAC solutions of Kleihaus 
et al. [7], [8]. 
Firstly we notice that there are several different discrete sectors of the YMH 
vacuum as well as the Wu-Yang monopole system that can be parameterized by 
a single integer parameter s. The exact BPS one monopole solution of Ref. [2] 
connects the trivial YMH vacuum at small distances with the Wu-Yang monopole 
solution at large distances and it corresponds to the case when the parameter s = 0 
at both small and large distances. 
In the MAP and MAC solutions of Ref. [6]-[8], the e-winding number is m 
(> 1) and the ¢-winding number is n. Here we would like to comment that there 
always exist an equivalent form of the solutions with winding number m = 1 and 
an integer parameter s for all the solutions with e-winding number m. Hence 
by reducing the solutions to m = 1 and s, leads to a better understanding and 
accuracy of the connecting numerical solutions. The detail will be discussed in our 
work of Ref. [9] for the MAP case. 
We also note that at small r both the MAP and MAC solutions correspond to 
the trivial vacuum with m = 1 and s = O. However at large r, the MAP solutions 
tend to a different sector of the vacuum with the parameter s = 1, 2, 3, ... Hence 
the MAP solutions correspond to a one MAP when s = 1, a two MAP when s = 2, 
and so on with zero net topological magnetic charge. On the contrary, the MAC 
solutions tend to a different sector of the Wu-Yang monopole system at large r 
when s = 1,2,3, and hence possess topological magnetic charge of one when n = l. 
We briefly review the SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs field theory in the next section. 
In section 3, we give the MAP and MAC solutions with m = 1 and parameter 
s and a discussion of these solutions. We also found that by calculating the nu-
merical part of the solution with m = 1 gave higher accuracy of the monopole 
and antimonopole locations on the z-axis. In section 4, we present the BPS one 
monopole solution with e-winding number m higher than one and we give the 
equivalent solutions when the e-winding m is reduced to one. We end with some 
comments in section 5. 
2 
2 The SU(2) YMH Theory 
The SU (2) YMH Lagrangian in 3+ 1 dimensions with non vanishing Higgs potential 
is given by 
(1) 
Here the Higgs field mass is f-L and the strength of the Higgs potential is A which 
are constants. The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is f-L/ JX. The 
Lagrangian (1) is gauge invariant under the set of independent local SU(2) trans-
formations at each space-time point. The covariant derivative of the Higgs field 
and the gauge field strength tensor are given respectively by 
(2) 
Since the gauge field coupling constant 9 can be scaled away, we can set 9 to 
one without any loss of generality. The metric used is 91w = (- + ++). The 
SU(2) internal group indices a, b, c run from 1 to 3 and the spatial indices are 
f-L, //, ct = 0, 1,2, and 3 in Minkowski space. 
The equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (1) are 
(3) 
and the Bogomol'nyi equation, 
(4) 
holds in the limit of vanishing f-L and A. 
The tensor identified with the electromagnetic field, as proposed by 't Hooft 
[1] is 
~a Fa _ fabc~a D ~b D ~c J-LV J-L v, 
aJ-LAv - avAJ-L - fabc~aaJ-L~baV~c, (5) 
where All = ~a A~, the Higgs unit vector, ~a = <I>a/I<I>I, and the Higgs field mag-
nitude 1 <I> 1 = V<I>a<I>a. The Abelian electric field is Ei = FOi , and the Abelian 
magnetic field is Bi = -~fijkFjk. We would also like to write the Abelian 't Hooft 
electromagnetic field as 
(6) 
h M a A a A H "V _- _fabc~aa,,~bav~c, were J-LV = J-L v - v J-L',- 'l! ,- 'l! 'l! (7) 
which we refer to as the gauge part and the Higgs part of the 't Hooft electomag-
netic field respectively. 
The topological magnetic current [10] is defined to be 
k 1 av~a ap~b a1T~C J-L = - fJ-LVP1T fabc 'l! 'l! 'l! , 8r. 
3 
(8) 
which is also the topological current density of the system and the corresponding 
conserved topological magnetic charge is 
M J d3x ko = 8~ J E;jkEabc8; (<Daaj<Dbak<Dc) d3x 
8~ f d2(Ji (EijkEabc<Daaj<Db8k<Dc) 
1 f 2 471" d (Ji Bi· (9) 
As mentioned by Arafune et al. [11], the magnetic charge M is the total magnetic 
charge of the system if and only if the gauge field is non singular. If the gauge 
field is singular and carries Dirac string monopoles, then the total magnetic charge 
of the system is the total sum of the Dirac string monopoles and the monopoles 
carry by the Higgs field which is M. 
3 The MAP and MAC Solutions 
The magnetic ansatz of Ref. [5] can be generalized to include unit vectors of the 
internal space of higher than one e-winding number m and ¢-winding number n, 
A~ -~1/il(r, e)u'¢ei + ~1/i2(r, e)UO¢i + ~Rl(r, e)U'¢Ti - ~R2(r, e)U~¢i' 
r r r r 
<I> a ~X1 (r, e) u~ + ~X2(r, e)uo. (10) 
r r 
The spatial spherical coordinate orthonormal unit vectors, Ti, ei , and ¢i are defined 
by 
cose cos¢ 6i1 + cose sin¢ 6i2 - sine 6i 3, 
- sin ¢ 6i1 + cos ¢ 6i2. (11) 
and the isospin coordinate orthonormal unit vectors, u~, u~, and u~ are defined by 
u~ sin me cos n¢ or + sin me sin n¢ o~ + cos me o~, 
Uo = cosme cosn¢or+cosme sinn¢5~-sinme5~, 
U'¢ = - sin n¢ or + cosn¢ o~. (12) 
In this paper we take the MAP solutions to be a M-A-M-A-..... -M-A (MAPs) 
chain lying on the z-axis and the MAC solutions to be the M-A-M-A-....... -M-A-
M (MAPs-M) chain. Hence the MAP solutions possess zero net magnetic charge 
whereas the MAC solutions have a net magnetic charge of n :s 2. The exact MAP 
asymptotic solutions of winding numbers m and n at small and large rare [6]-[8] 
1/i1 '1f2 = Rl = R2 = 0, 
~r cosme, X2=-~rsinme, and 
./, ( e) _ n sin me 
m, 0/2 r, - sin e ' 
R ( e) _ n(cosme - 1) 0, 2 r, - . e ' 
sm 
h + ~r, X2(r, e) = 0, 
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(13) 
(14) 
respectively, where h, ~ are constants and m an even integer. In the BPS limit 
h = 0, otherwise it is arbitrary. The exact MAC asymptotic solutions at small 
and large rare [6]-[8] 
(15) 
",, ( e) = n sin me 
m, If'2 r, . e ' 
sm 
R ( e) = n(cosme - cose) 0, 2 r, . e ' 
sm 
h + ~r, X2(r, e) = 0, (16) 
respectively, where m is an odd integer. In the BPS limit h = n but it is however 
arbitrary outside this limit. 
By using the relationship of the isospin unit vectors of winding number m > 1 
with the isospin unit vectors of e-winding number one, 
u~ cos(m - l)e n~ + sin(m - l)e no, 
- sin(m - l)e n~ + cos(m - l)e no, (17) 
where n~ = sine cosn¢ of + sine sinn¢ og + cose Of, fie = cose cosn¢ Of + 
cos e sin n¢ O2 - sin e O~, we can reduced the MAP and MAC solutions of Eq. 
(13) - (16) to winding number m = 1. Hence the MAP asymptotic solutions with 
m = 1 is given by . 
Xl ~r cos e, X2 = -~r sine, r -----+ ° and (18) 
""1 ",, _ 2n sin se cos( s - l)e 
If' 2s, If'2 - sin e ' 
RI R _ 2n sin se sin(s - l)e 
0, 2 - sine ' 
Xl (h + ~r) cos(2s - l)e, X2 = (h + ~r) sin(2s - l)e, r -----+ 00· (19) 
Similarly the MAC asymptotic solutions with m = 1 is given by 
1/JI 1/J2 = RI = R2 = 0, 
Xl ~r cos e, X2 = -~r sine, 1'-----+0 and (20) 
1/JI 1 + 2s, 1/J2 = 
sin e + sin 2se cos e 
sine 
, 
RI 0, R2 = 
cos e - cos 2se cos e 
sine 
, 
Xl (h + ~ r) cos 2se, X2 = (h + ~1') sin 2se, l' -----+ 00. (21) 
at large r. The parameter s is an integer. When s = ° in Eq. (19), the solution 
is just the trivial YMH vacuum. The MAP asymptotic solution Eq. (19) is a 
pure gauge vacuum solution whereas the MAC asymptotic solution Eq. (21) is a 
Wu-Yang type monopole system of net magnetic charge n. 
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When s = 1 in Eq. (19), the MAP solution is a magnetic dipole, when s = 2, 
it is a two magnetic dipoles (M-A-M-A). Hence the general MAP solution is a .5 
magnetic dipoles solution. However when s = 0 in Eq. (21), it is the Wu-Yang 
solution and the MAC solution is just a finite energy one monopole solution [1], 
[2]. In the BPS limit, we get the exact one monopole solution of Ref. [2]. When 
s = 1, the MAC solution is the M-A-M chain, when .5 = 2, the monopole chain is 
M-A-M-A-M, and so on. 
The purpose of reducing the MAP and MAC solutions to the m = 1 winding 
number is that when we compute for the numerical connecting solution between 
the two asymptotic solutions at small and large T, we notice that when we in-
creased the accuracy of the numerical solutions, the positions of the monopole 
and anti monopole of the one dipole on the z-axis approaches a critical point on 
its left from the right when m = 1. In the case when m = 2, the positions of 
the magnetic poles approaches the critical point on its right from the left as the 
accuracy increases. If the exact connecting solution is unique, then the position of 
the magnetic poles lies on the critcal point inbetween these two sets of numerical 
solutions. Hence by running both m = 1 and m = 2 solutions will give a more 
accurate solution. The detail of this work is discussed in Ref. [9]. 
4 The exact BPS One Monopole 
To solve for exact solutions, the ansatz (10) is substituted into the Bogomol'nyi 
equation (4). We find that the BPS exact one monopole solution with higher 
a-winding number and </>-winding number is 
~T I ( _ nsinmO ~T 
m ± -.--, 'ljJ2 T, 0) - . ±. , smh~T· sme smh~T 
R ( 0) _ ncosmO - cose 0, 2 T, - . e ' 
sm 
1 - ~T , X2(T, e) = o. 
tanh~T 
(22) 
where ~ is a constant. The solution (22) is non singular only when m is odd and 
n = 1. Upon calculating for the non-Abelian magnetic field of solution (22), we 
get 
(23) 
which is just the BPS one monopole magnetic field of higher winding number m. 
The energy or mass of the system is finite, 
E = J dX3(~FtJ·FtJ· + ~FruF~. + ~Di<paDi<pa + ~Do<paDo<pa) = 41f~. (24) 
4 2' 2 2 
The Abelian gauge potential AJ.t is non vanishing and is given by 
A = {cos 0 -. cos me} ¢ j.t" 
J.t TSme (25) 
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Hence the gauge part of the Abelian magnetic field is 
( 
m sin me) Ti Bi (gauge part) = 1- . e 2' 
sm r 
(26) 
which when m = 3 is the magnetic field of a zero length A-M-M-A chain at the 
origin along the z-axis. Hence the net magnetic charge is zero. The Higgs part of 
the Abelian magnetic field is 
. msinme Ti 
Bi (HIggS part) = . e 2 ' 
sm r 
(27) 
and it corresponds to a M-A-M chain of zero length at the origin of net magnetic 
charge one. 
By using Eq. (17), we can reduced the winding number m of solution (22) to 
one. Hence solution (22) with m = 1 and n = 1 is given by 
1/JI ~r sin e + sin 2se cos e ± ~r cos 2se 1+2s±. ,Vh=. ., smh~r sme smh~r 
R 
cos e - cos 2se cos e ~r sin 2se 
0, 2 = ±, 
sine sinh~r 
Xl = (1 - ta!~~r) cos2s8, X2 = (1- ta~~~r) sin2s8. (28) 
Solution (28) is equivalent to solution (22) of winding number m = 2s + 1. The 
exact BPS one monopole solution of Ref. [2] corresponds to solution (28) when 
s = O. When s = 1, the solution is 
1/JI 3± ~r 1/J2 = 2 + cos 28 ( 1 ± . ~r ~ ), sinh~r ' sm 1 r 
RI 0, . ( ~r) R2 = sm28 1 ± -.-~- , 
smh r 
(1- ta~~~r) cos 28, ( ~T) (29) Xl = X2 = 1 - sin 28. tanh~T 
This general exact one monopole BPS solution (29) possess finite energy. It is non 
singular at all space except at the origin when r tends to zero. However at small 
r, the gauge field is a pure gauge with Bf = O. 
5 Comments 
The MAP and MAC are finite energy monopoles chain solutions of net magnetic 
charge zero and n ::::; 2 respectively. As the exact form of these solutions have 
not yet been found, highly accurate numerical solutions will be useful in studying 
their properties. By computing these numerical solutions in the m = 1 winding 
number forms do give more accurate results. We have the performed the numerical 
calculations of the MAP s = 1 one dipole [9]. The purchase of higher performing 
computers will enable us to perform more numerical calculations for higher value 
s monopoles chain. 
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We have observed that for the MAP solutions when the small r asymptotic 
solution is the trivial vacuum and the large r asymptotic solution is the pure 
gauge solution of s 2: 1, then the MAP is a s magnetic dipoles chain along the 
z-axis. As for the MAC solutions when the small r asymptotic solution is the 
trivial vacuum and the large r asymptotic solution is the Wu-Yang type monopole 
solution of s 2: 1, then the MAC is a s magnetic dipoles plus one monopole chain 
along the z-axis. 
The exact BPS one monopole solution has a pure gauge vacuum s solution at 
small r and a Wu-Yang type monopole s solution at large r and hence is just a 
one monopole solution. 
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Abstract 
The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory supports the existence of monopoles, 
anti monopoles, and vortex rings. In this paper, we would like to present 
new exact static alltimonopole-rnonopole-antimonopole (A-M-A) configura-
tions. The net magnetic charge of these configurations is always n~gative 
one, whilst the net magnetic charge at the origin is always positive one for 
all positive integer values of the solution's parameter m. However, when 
Tn increases beyond one, vortex rings appear coexisting with these A-lvI-A 
configurations. The number of vortex rings increases proportionally with 
the value of m. T'hey are located in space where the Higgs field vanishes 
along rings. \-Ve also show that a single point singularity ill the Higgs field 
does not necessarily corresponds to a structureless I-monopole at the ori-
gin but to a zero size monopole-antimonopole-monopole (MAM) structure 
when the solution's parameter m is odd. This monopole is the Wu-Yang 
type monopole and it possesses the Dirac string potential in the Abelian 
gauge. These exact solutions are a different kind of BPS solutions as they 
satisfy the first order Bogomol'nyi equation but possess infinite energy due 
to a point singularity at the origin of the eoordinate axes. They are all 
axially symmetrieal about the z-axis. 
1 Introduction 
The 8U(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) field theory, with the Higgs field in the adjoint 
representation possesses magnetic monopole, multirnonopole, antimonopoles, and 
vortex rings solutions [1]-[8]. The only spherically symmetric monopole solution 
is the unit magnetic charge monopole. The 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution 
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with non zero Higgs ma.qs and Higgs self-interaction is numerieally, spherically 
symmetrical [IJ-[2J. rVIultirnonopole solutions possess at most axial syrmnetry [3J. 
The model with nOll vanishing Higgs vacuum expectation value but vanishing 
Higgs potential possesses exact monopole and multimonopole solutions which can 
be obtained by solving the first order Bogomol'nyi equations [11]. These solutions 
satisfying the Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) limit possess minimal en-
ergies. Exact monopole and multimonopoles solutions exist in the BPS limit [2J -
[:3] whilst outside the BPS limit, when the Higgs field potential is non vanishing 
only numerical solutions are known. Asymmetric multimonopole solutions with 
no rotational symmetry are numerical solutions even in the BPS limit [4]. 
At present, the different exact configurations of monopoles found are the BPS 
multimonopole solutions of magnetic charges M greater than unity with all the 
magnetic charges superimposed into a single point in space [3]. These superim-
posed multimonopole solutions possess a.-xial and mirror symmetries. Following 
these works, finitely separated I-monopoles were also constructed [4]-[5]. 
Numerical axia.lly symmetric non-Bogomol'nyi monopole-antimonopole chain 
solutions were also found to exist both in the limit of a vanishing Higgs potential 
as well as in the presence of a. finite Higgs potentia.l. Recently, numerical BPS 
axially syrnrnetric vortex rings solutions have also been reported [6]. 
VVe have reported on the existence of a. different type of BPS static monopole-
antimonopole solution in Ref. [7]. This solution which is exact and a.-xially sym-
metric, represents two separate antimonopoles located at equal distances along 
the z-axis from a I-monopole which is located at the origin. We have also shown 
that the extended ansatz of Ref. [7] possesses more multimonopole-antimollopole 
configurations, together with their anti-configurations [8]. These configurations 
possess either radial, axial, or mirror symmetries about the z-axis and they repre-
sent different combinations of monopoles, multimonopole, and antimonopoles. 
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III general, configurations of the YMH field theory with a unit magnetic charge 
are spherically symmetric [1], [2], whilst multimonopole configurations with mag-
netic charges greater than unity possess at; most axial symmetry [3]. However we 
have emphasized in a recent work [9] that unit magnetic charge configurations 
are not necessarily spherically symmetric. By employing the ansatz of Ref. [7] we 
have found exact unit magnetic charge solution that does not even possess axial 
symmetry but only mirror syulmetry about a vertical plane through the z-axis. 
However the converse is true and it has been shown that multimonopole solutions 
cannot possess spherical symmetry [10]. \Ve would also like to mention that within 
the ansatz of Ref.[7], half-monopole solutions have also been reported [9]. 
In this paper we would like to present new static axially symmetric antimonopole-
monopole-antimonopole (A-M-A) configurations of the SU(2) YMH theory with 
the Higgs field in the adjoint representation. Here the Higgs field vanishes either at 
points corresponding to antimonopoles or at rings corresponding to vortex loops. 
The net magnetic charge of these configurations is always negative one, whilst the 
net 111agnetic charge at the origin, T' = 0, is always positive one for all positive 
integer values of the solution's parameter 'lTL. Hmvever, when m increases beyond 
one, vortex rings a.ppear c.ocxisting with these A-M-A conf-igurations. The mnn-
ber of vortex rings in the configuration is equal to (m - 1) where m 2: 1. They 
arc located horizontally in space where the Higgs field is zero along rings. Hence 
this family of solutions all lies in the topologically non trival sector with topogical 
charge negati"ve one. 
The two antimollopolcs of the solutions are located at the two zeros of the Higgs 
field along the z-a..xis, whilst the \Vu-Yang type I-monopole is located at a point 
singularity of the Higgs field at the origin. We also show tha.t this single point 
singularity in the Higgs field need not corresponds to a structureless I-monopole at 
the origin but to a zero size rnonopole-antirnonopole-rnonopole (11AM) structure 
when Tn is odd. These exact solutions arc a different kind of BP8 solutions as they 
satisfy the first order Bogomol'nyi equation but possess infinite energy due to a 
point singularity at the origin of the coordinate axes. 
We briefly review the 8U(2) Ya.ng-lvIills-Higgs field theory and discussed the 
boundary conditions of these solutions in the section 2. vVe discussed the magnetic 
ansatz and its formulation in section 3 and pn~sent the solutions in section 4. vVe 
end with some comments in section 5. 
2 The SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs Theory 
The SU(2) group admits the triplet Yang-Mills gauge fields potential A~ which 
when coupled to a scalar Higgs triplets field cpa in 3+ 1 dimensions gives the SU(2) 
Y}VIH theory [12]. The index a is the SU(2) internal space index and for a given 
a, cpa is a scalar whereas A~ is a vector under Lorentz transformation. The SU(2) 
YMH Lagrangian is given by 
1: = _~Fa FaiL!' + ~DljcpaD cpa _ ~A(cp(lcpa _ /12 )2, 
4 ILV 2 I' 4 A . (1) 
where the Higgs field mass, f-/, and the strength of the Higgs potential, A, are 
constants. The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is then ILl VJ\. The 
Lagrangian (1) is gauge invariant under the set of independent local 8U(2) trans-
formations at each space-time point. The covariant derivative of the Higgs field 
and the gauge field strength tensor are given respectively by 
'" 4a '" ;\" + abc4b 4c UjJ,i II - U v l1p , E .i 11,'" II' 
(2) 
(3) 
Since the gauge field coupling constant 9 can be scaled away, we can set 9 to 
one without any loss of generality. The metric used is g",u = (- + ++). The 
8U(2) internal group indices a, b, c run from 1 to :3 and the spatial indices are 
/1, v, C~ = 0,1,2, and :~ in .Minkowski space. 
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The equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (1) are 
D"F" JUI cl1Fa + ca/JcAIJIL [,'c = c<1bc(f)bl) (f)c :./ Ill) \, rjUI C -v, 
2 
_/\(f)U(f)b(f)b _ J~ ). (4) 
The t.ensor to be identified with the Abelian electromagnetic field, as proposed by 
't Hooft [1], [13] is 
(5) 
where A" = <J>"A~, <J>a = (f)alj(f)j, j(f)j = )(f)Q(f)a. Hence the Abelian electric field 
is Ei = FOi , and the Abelian magnetic field is Hi = -~Eijl,;Fjk" where the indices, 
i, j, k = 1,2,3. The topological magnetic current, viThich is also the topological 
current density of the system is [13] 
(6) 
Therefore the corresponding conserved topological magnetic charge is 
(7) 
Our work is restricted to the static case wlll're Ag = 0 with massless Higgs 
field and vanishing self-interaction. The magnitude of the Higgs field vanishes 
as II')" at large r. However, this does not affect the Abelian magnetic field of 
the solutions as this magnetic field depends only on the unit vector of the Higgs 
field. It is in this limit that the solutions are solved using both the second order 
Euler-Lagrange equations and the Bogomol'nyi equ<.l.tions, By ± Di(f)" = O. The ± 
sign corresponds to monopoles and antimonopoles respectively for the usual BPS 
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solutions [13]. In our case, the A-Jvr-A configuration is solved with the + sig;n and 
its anti-configuration, that is, the M-A-NI configuration is solved with the - sign 
[8]. 
3 The Ansatz and its Formulation 
The static gauge fields and Higgs field which will lead to the axially symmetric 
vortex rings solutions are given respectively by [7] 
(8) 
where <PI = ~'lj)(T), <P2 = ~R(e). The spherical coordinate orthonormal unit 
vectors, fa , ea, and (fia are defined by 
fa sine cos ¢ Sr + sine sin¢ S~ + cos es~, 
(;a cose cos 1) sr + cose sin¢ 8~ - sine S~, 
strength tensor and the covariant derivative of the Higgs field are given respectively 
by 
Fa 
.. ILU 
1 {' ')} A' A A 
-;:;f" R+Heote+2tjJ-7jr (¢i}I/-4)JI~L) 
r~ 
1,. AA AA 
+ 2ea{R(1-'ljI)}(¢~Lel/-¢l/eJ1) 
r 
+ :2 {faR(l-7/)) + 8Q (r'lj/ + Rcote - R2)} (fl,J'1 - fuJI') 
+ T~Ja {-(T'~" + R.)} (fj18,1 - f,iJ,L)' 
~ {pa.(rt// - '0 - R2) - eo. R(l - V))} PJ1. 
r2 
+ ~ {-faR(l-' 7/)) +Oa.(j{ +7/)'- '02)} 0/1 
r2 
l{'.( ).) 2)}' + - ¢1<'1jJ - 'i/r +Rcote - R 1»)1-' 
r2 
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(10) 
(11) 
Here prime means D / Dr and dot means a/De. The gauge fixin.g condition that we 
used here is the radiation or Coulomb gauge, aiAf = 0, A3 = o. 
The ansatz (8) is substituted into the equations of motion (4) as well as the 
Bogomol'nyi equations with the positive sign and the resulting equations of motion 
. are just two first order differential equations, 
(12) 
R + R cot e - R2 = [J, (13) 
where p is an arbitary constant. Eq. (12) is exactly solvable for all real values of 
p and the integration constant can be scaled away by letting T ---} T / c, where c is 
the arbitrary integration constant. Hence without any loss in generality, c is set 
to unity. In order to obtain solutions of 1/) with (2m + 1) powers of r \ve can write 
p = mem + 1) where m is real. By doing so, the solutions of the Riccati equation 
(13) can be exactly solved in terms of the Legendre functions of the first and 
second kind. For the solutions of Eq.(13) to be regular along the z-axis, we require 
R(O) to vanish when 0 = 0 and 0 = 'if. To achieve these boundary conditions. the 
integration const,:tnt of Eq.(13) is sct to zero and m is restricted to take integer 
values. The solutions for~' and R are then given respectively by 
(tn. + 1) - 'IIl.r2m+1 
1 + ".2m+l 
R(O) . ) { 0 Fm+1(cosO). o} (m+l cot - () ( '0) esc , 
Tn cos 
(14) 
where F,n is the Legendre polynomial of degree m, and m = 0, 1, 2, 3, .. " Hence 
the boundary conditions of t.he solutions, Eq.(14), are 1/)(0) = TIl + 1,1/)(00) = 
-Tn" R(O) = R(7f) = O. 
In the BPS limit, the energy can be written in the form 
7 
(15) 
where 1\1 is the "topological charge" ,vhen the vacuum expectation value of the 
Higgs field, 7r. is non zero coupled with some non-trivial topological structure of 
the fields at large r. 
The energy density 8i(Bi'<I>°') of the non-Abelian system is finite everywhere 
and vanishes as 1/r2 at large r except. at. the origin r = 0 due to t.he presence 
of a point singularity there and along singular planes where Pm (cos e) vanishes. 
The two antimonopoles which are regular antimonopoles and the vortex rings are 
located at points and rings where the Higgs field, r<I>a, vanishes respectively. The 
monopole at the origin is of a different nature and is located where the Higgs field 
is singular. In the Abelian gauge, this monopole carries a Dirac string singularity. 
The topological charge is also related to another gauge invariant. quantity of 
the system as given by Eq.(7), 
1'v!= = ~ f d2 a; (C;jI.£ilbc<I> ° 8j <I> II 8k <I>c') I . 8K. r_= (16) 
The magnetic charges enclosed by the sphere at infinity can be associated with 
the zeros of the Higgs field, r<I>a and at points where (1)(1 becomes indeterminate. 
The posit.ions of t.he t.wo antirnonopole do correspond to the two point zeros of 
Hie Higgs field in the A-l\I-A solutions. However the \Vu-Yang type I-monopole is 
not located at the zeros of the I-liggs field but at the origin of the coordinate axes 
where the Higgs field is singular. 
From the ansatz (8), A" = <I>°A;'. = O. 1-1ence from Eq.(G), the Abelian electric 
fidd is zero and the Abelian magnetic field is independent of the gauge fields A~. 
To calculate for the 't Hooft Abelian magnetic field B i , we rewrite the Higgs field 
of Eq.(8) from the spherical to the Cart.esian coordinat.e system, [6]-[8] 
(17) 
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where <PI sin e cos ¢ <PI + cose cos ¢ <P2 - sin ¢ <P3 = I<p I cos (); sin# 
The Higgs uuit vector is then simplified to 
where, sin ct 
cos ex sinp 6<11 + cos 0 cos 13 6<12 + sina 6(13, 
'1/) cos 0 - H sin 0 {j = ~ _ f 
.)1/,2 + R2 ,- 2 (fJ, 
(18) 
(19) 
and the Abelian magnetic field is found to reduce to only the 7\ and ei components, 
1 { 8 sin ct a /3 8 sin (.l' 8,6} A 
Bi = 1'2 sinO -----aD 8¢ -~ 80 1'; 
+ _:_ {8 sin Ct 8,6 _ a sin ct 8,6 } e
i 
rsmO 8¢ or or art) 
+ ~{8sirwa,6 _ 8sirW8p }J. 
T aT ae ae C1r ." 
_ 1 { a sin ct } f. _1 _ {C1 sin ct } e 
r-2 sin 0 De 1 + r' sin e Dr I' (20) 
Since sin Ct is a non singular function except at the points where the I-liggs field, r<I>o. 
vanishes, the 't Hooft magnetic field is regular every\vhere except at the locations 
of the A-WI-A and the vortex rings. 
By noticing that the magnetic field Eq.(20) can also be 'written as 
(21) 
we found that a suitable Maxwell four-vector gauge potential for this 't Hooft 
magnetic field is 
Ao 0, 
(sinn - 1) A (sinet - 1)0;,6 = - , q)i' 
T sm e 
(22) 
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This gauge potential also satisfies the Coulomb gauge condition, fJi Ai = O. The 
function sin 0 is a non singular function of l' and e, and it is not smooth and 
discontinuous only when the profile function R(e) is singular. \Vhen m = 0, the 
gauge potential Eq.(22) is just the usual Dirac string potential and it is singular 
along the negative z-axis. However when m > 0, the gauge potential A possesses 
a broken Dirac string singularity. This Dirac string singularity extends from the 
origin to z = - 2m+! m+l along the negative z-[L'<:is and from z = 2m+,1/rn+1 to 
m / m 
infinity along the positive z-axis. The gauge potential, A, is only discontinuous 
at values of e when R(O) is singular. 
From Eq. (21), it is obvious that the magnetic field is always perpendicular to 
the gradient of sin 0:. Hence the magnetic field lines lie on the line sin 0: = k, 
-1 < k < 1, and ¢ = constant. By plotting sin 0: = k on a vertical plane through 
the origin; we manage to draw the magnetic field lines for the configurations when 
m = 1, Fig.(2); Tn = 2, Fig.(6); and Tn = 3, Fig.(8). 
Defining the Abelian field magnetic flux as 
the magnetic charge enclosed by the sphere at infinity, Aloo , is calculated to be, 
Alex; 1 17f - - Sill 0' = - 1, 
2 O,r'-;DO . 
when Tn = 1, 2, 3, ... 
1, when Tn = O. (24) 
From Eq. (24), we can conclude that t.he total magnetic charge M of these axially 
symmetric solutions does not depend on the degree of the Legendre polynomial 
when 'In > O. Hence the net magnet.ic charge of the system when 'In> 0 is always 
negative one. By letting ]lV/o to be the net magnetic charge when the radius of the 
enclosing sphere tends to zero at the origin, we get, 
1 17f Alo = - - sin 0: = 1, 
2 O,r->O 
Tn = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... (25) 
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Similiarly, the net magnetic charge, Mo, at the point singularity of the solution is 
independent of the value of rn. In fact, it is true that for positive non zero rn, when 
T < 2m+1/m+1 the to[)oloo'ical magnetic charo'e is one and when T > 2m+l mH the Vrn' b . b' rn.' 
topological magnetic charge is negative one. Hence there is a I-monopole located 
at T = 0 and two antimonopoles located along the z-axis at T = 2m+1 rn+1 . 1n 
vVe also notice that we can \"Tite the net magnetic flux per 47f sterad passing 
through the spherical surface of a partial enclosing sphere of radius r, sustaining 
an angle (;I at the origin with the positive z-axis as 
e (1j!(r) cosO - R(O) sinO) 
2Ji(J2(r) + R2(O) 
° ~{-I~I-sma}. (26) 
4 Monopole, Antimonopoles, and Vortex Rings 
The first member of this series of axially symmetric solutions is when m = O. As 
discussed in our previous v.JOrk [7], this solution is the vVu-Yang type monopole 
located at r = 0, This radiany symmetric monopole with its magnetic field, 
B; = ,/2 'i\ , has the vector potentia'! Ai given by Eq.(22). This is just the Dirac 
string gauge potential, AJl = ~ tan( ~O)¢I"' which is singular along the negative 
z-axis. 
\VhE'n m = 1, the configuration is the second member of the a.xially symnlet.ric 
monopole solutions. This configuration is similar to the Al solutioll of Ref. [7] and 
[8] with gauge potentials and Higgs field given by 
<P" = ~ {2 - 'f'~} fa + ~ tanO ea. 
r' 1 + '('3 T (27) 
It was first thought to consist of a I-monopole at r = 0, surrounded by two 
antimonopoles located at the point zeros of the Higgs field at z = ± \Y2 = ± 1. 2599. 
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However, a closer study of this solutioll reveals that the I-monopole actually has 
a zero size MAM structure along the z-axis and hence possess a net unit magnet.ic 
charge. This MAM structure can be read from the plots of Eq.(26) , Afr(O) versus 
e for the cases of r -7 ° and r -7 00, see Fig.(I). The plot at r -7 00 indicates that 
there is ~ero flux through the spherical shell at infinity when 0 f. ~ md. Hence all 
the flux at infinity is radially inwards along the equatorial plane towards the origin, 
T' = 0, gi ving a net topological charge of negative one for the Tn = 1 configuration. 
The radial component of the magnetic field at large 'J' is just a Dira.c delta function 
of 0, given by HI' = - r2~n(lo((I- %). Hence the singularity of the solution R(O) at 
the equatorial plalle e = 7r /2 gives rise to a Dirac delta function singularity in the 
magnetic field. The anti monopole at the positive z-axis interacts with the nearest 
JVIAM I-monopole at r = 0 to form a dipole pair and similarly the antimonopole 
at the negative z-axis interacts with the other MAM I-monopole at. r = 0 to fonn 
the other dipole pair leaving behind an anti monopole at the origin, see Fig.(2). 
At large distances all the magnetic field above and below the equatorial plane are 
being screened off by the two dipole pairs along the :;;:-a..xis kaving behind a Dirac 
delt.a fUllctioIl ma.glletic field along the plane of singularity, e = 7r /2. 
At finite r < ..y2, the radial component. of the magnetic field IS a regular 
function of rand e but not smooth at e = ri /2. In fact, at e = 7r /2, BT possesses a 
negative Dirac delta function singularity indicating an anti monopole at the center 
of the composite I-monopole. Fig.(I) shows that at small T, the net flux throngh 
the upper (0 < e < %) and lower (% < 0 < 7r) spherical shell is +47r each and the 
flux through the circle at constant l' and 0 = % is -47f, hence indicating a MAM 
structure for the I-monopole at the origin. 
By plotting the magnetic field lines of this configuration we ean confirm that 
at large r, all the magnetic field lies in the equatorial plane and is pointing radially 
inwards as t.he net magnetic charge Afoo is -1. A plot of the magnetic field lines 
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is shown in Fig.(2). Hence the pole at the center of the composite monopole is an 
antimonopole surrounded by two l-monopoles at zero range from each ot.her and 
yet t.hey do not annihilate each. The antimonopoles situated at z = ±.yz f0fl11 
dipole pairs with the nearest l-monopoles of the MAM structure, thus screening off 
all the magnetic field above anel below the equatorial plane at r infinity. There is no 
t . . h' fi . - rI'h Ab l' . t' I A (sino-I) 1 vor ex nng m t IS con guratlOn. e 11. e Ian gauge poten ,la" 11. = - r sin e (j)I" 
possesses a Dirac string singularity along negative z-axis for 0 < r < .ij2 and along 
the positive z-axis for T > .y2 to infinity. 
The vort.ex ring appears when rn = 2, that is, ,"vhen the gauge field potent.ials 
and Higgs field are respectively 
! {3 - 2r~J} fa + ! { 6 cos e sin e} (ja. 
T I + r D T 3 cos2 e - I 
(28) 
The plots of the magnetic flux, Eq.(26), versus e, for values of r ~ 0 and T at 
infinity, Fig.(3), reveal that the I-monopole at r = 0 has a MAII/IAM structure. 
However only the monopole at the center has unit charge. All the other four poles 
have charge less than unity. Hence there exist a vortex point both above anel below 
the I-monopole. 
The two outer regular antirnonopoles are located at the t.wo point zeros of the 
Higgs field at z = ±j3/2 = ±1.0845, Fig.(4), and the vortex ring is located along 
the ring of radius 1.0845 on the equatorial plane where the Higgs field vanishes, 
Fig.(5). The magnetic fidd lines OftLlis olle vortex ring solutiolJ is shown in Fig.(6). 
The two vortex rings solution is the next solution of this series of axially sym-
metric monopole configurations with parameter m = 3. The gauge field potentials 
and Higgs field are respectively given by 
4'" .i J.L == I {4- 3T7} (e'a1 Cae') 3tane {5Cos2e -I} (~I1' '(lq') - fl) -el) +--- ri) r -r ) 1 + 7 Y I' I Jl 5 2 0 3 'r I' ?') T T r cos-
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<pet = _ p<1 + ___ 0". 1 {4 - 3r 7 } ~) tan e {5 cos2 e - I} A 
r 1 +1'7 T 5cos2 0 -:3 (29) 
As usual the two point anti monopoles are situated at the two point zeros,::; = 
±j4/3 = ±1.0420, of the Higgs field. The two vortex rings are located horizontally 
at r' = 1.0420 and 0 = 1.1071, ('if - 1.1071) rad. Again from the plots of magnetic 
flux, M,.(e)IT-->O and M,.(e)IT-700' Fig.(7), of Eq.(26), together with the plot of the 
magnetic field lines, Fig.(8), we can conclude that the structure of the composite 
I-monopole at the origin is J\lAMAMAI\1, with an antimonopole at the center. The 
three poles in the center, MAM, possess unity charge whereas the other four poles 
possess charge less than unity. Hence there exist a vortex point both above and 
below the MAM I-monopole. Hence by induction, we conclude that the number 
of A and M "poles" in the composite monopole is equal to 2m + I, and whenm 
is even, the pole in the center of the structure is a monopole and when m is odd, 
we have an antimollopole or a MA:tvl I-monopole in the center of the structure 
[6]. The llumber of vort,ex rings in the solution increases with m and is equal to 
(m - 1). 
5 Comments 
vVe have obtained eXd,ct axially synlmetric A-M-A configurations of the SU (2) 
YIVIH theory which are charaderized by a positive illteger pararneter 1n. The 1-
mOllopole which is located at the origin, T = 0 where the Higgs field is singular, is 
aWu-Yang type monopole. The two regular outer antimonopoles are located at 
the two point zeros of the Higgs field along the z-axis at z = ± 3m+\/(m, + l)/m. 
\Vhen the parameter m exceeds unity, vortex rings start to appear around the 
z-axis. The number of vortex rings in the solution is equal to (m - 1). 
Further investigations revea.l that t.he l-Inonopole a.t the origin possesses struc-
ture. It. corresponds to a zero size composite monopole with its lOL-xis lying along 
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the z-axis. By induction we conclude that the number of "poles" in the composite 
rnollopole is given by 2m + 1. \Vhen m is even, the center of the structure corre-
sponds to a I-monopole M and when m is odd, it corresponds to an antimonopole 
or a MAM I-monopole. We have analysed the solutions for the cases of m = 0, 1, 2, 
and 3, with I-monopole given by M, MAtvl, MAl'vlAl'vI, and MAMA11AM, respec-
tively. The MA and AM above and below the I-monopole when m = 2 and 3, 
can be thought of as vortex point as the magnetic charges of these "poles" are less 
than unity. 
There are hvo types of singularities in solutions (14). The point singularity 
at the origin, T = 0, gives rise to a Wu-Yang type monopole, M or MAM. This 
monopole possseses the usual Dirac string potential in the Abelian gauge when 
?n = O. However "",hen m = 1,2,3, ... , the Dirac string is broken into two parts. 
The string stretches from z = 0 to z = - 2m+\/rr:::l along the negative z-axis and 
from z = 2m+tn:,1 to 'positive infinity along the positive z-a.xis. 
The singularities in R(8) 'when P,n(cos8) = ° give rise to plane singularities. 
The number of singular planes in the solution is equal to m. Hence \\'hen m = 1, 
the singular plane is the equatorial plane. The Abelian magnetic fi.eld possesses a 
negativE' Dirac delta function singularity along this plane, Br = - ,2 :in£l6 (8 - ~). 
Similarly when m = 2, the singular planes are 8 = 0.9553 aud 2.1863 rad and when 
Tn = 3, the singular planes are 8 = 0.6847, 0, and 2.4569 rad. In all these solutions, 
the Abelian magnetic fields possess negative Dirac delta function Sillgu1cuity along 
these planes as t.he Abelian gauge potentials are discontinuous at these values of 
8. 
Numerical static axially symmetric M-A-M-... chain at finite poles separa.tions 
has also been discussed in Ref. [6]. These numerical solutions belong to the topo-
logically trivial sector when the tot.al number of poles and anti poles is even and to 
the topological unit sedor when the total number of poles and antipoles is odd. 
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\Ve have only managed to find odd total number of poles and antipoles in our 
solutions. Similar to the results of Ref.[6], we have a monopole at the center of the 
composite l-rllonopole whenm is even and an antimonopole in the center when 
Tn is odd. Also similar is that our solutions have zero magnetic dipole moment as 
the number of poles in our solutions is odd. 
Unlike the monopole solutions of Ref.[6]' our A-M-A poles here are of unit 
charge only. vVe did not manage to get monopoles and antimonopoles of charge 
equal to two units for our axially symmetric monopoles solutions. In fact we have 
not found any :M-mollopoles with finite separations when IAn ~ 2. 
vVe would also like to mention that for every monopoles, antimonopoie, vor-
tex rings solutions that we have discussed so far, there always exist an anti-
configuration of the configurations discussed. This call be dOl1f~ by changing the 
¢ winding number in the ansatz (8) from one to -1 and solving the Bogomol'nyi 
equation wit.h t.he negat.ive sign [8]. 
We would also like to mention t.hat one-half topological magnetic charge monopole 
is obtained when the parameter m is set to -~ in the solution, Eq.(14) [9]. 
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Figure 1: A plot of Mr(B) at small r close to zero and Mr(B) at r infinity when 
m = 1, versus e. 
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z 
Figure 2: A plot of the magnetic field lines when m = 1 along a vertical plane 
through the z-axis. At large T) all the field lines are concentrated radially inwards 
along the equatorial plane. The two antimonopoles are located along the z-axis at 
z = ±1.2599. 
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Figure 3: A plot of Mr(e) at T close to zero and Mr(e) at T infinity, when m = 2, 
versus e. 
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Figure 4: The Abelian magnetic field of the m = 2 solution at finite distances 
showing the presence of the two dipole pairs along the z-axis and the vortex ring 
at z = 0, p = 1.0845. 
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Figure 5: The Abelian magnetic field of the m = 2 solution at distances close to 
z = 0 and p = 1.0845 showing the presence of the vortex ring. 
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Figure 6: A plot of the magnetic field lines when m = 2 along a vertical plane 
through the z-axis. The vortex ring is situated horizontally at equal distances from 
the origin as the two antimonopoles at z = ±1.0845. 
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Figure 8: A plot of the magnetic field lines when m = 3 along a vertical plane 
through the z-axis. The two vortex rings are situated horizontally at equal dis-
tances from the origin as the two antimonopoles at z = ±1.0420. 
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